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Executive Summary
Costs associated with
making payments are far
from negligible, and
making sure that efficient
payment methods are
used is an important
public policy issue.

Making payments costs money – and the costs are
far from negligible. Studies suggest that the
economy-wide cost of retail payments is up to 2.5%
of the value of purchases and up to 1% of GDP, and
these figures could be higher if all studies accounted
for all costs in their estimations. It is therefore an
important public policy question whether these
costs to society are minimised or whether the
payment system uses economic resources
inefficiently.

A number of studies into
payment systems costs
have been conducted
over the last decade – and
despite the large
variation in results, there
is consensus that the cost
of cash measured as a
percentage of purchase
value is consistently
higher than the cost of
cards (in particular debit
cards) for all
stakeholders.

To address this question, this report draws together
research into the cost of making payments that has
been conducted over the last decade by central
banks, academics and stakeholders in the payment
process. It identifies themes and conclusions on
which there is agreement despite the wide variety of
results that can be found in the literature – partly as
a result of differences in approach and data
availability, and partly reflecting genuine and
significant differences among countries.

Cash is cost-efficient only
for small purchases, and
is generally over-used.
Replacing cash with cards
could produce substantial
cost savings

A more detailed look at costs that vary with the
number of transactions, or the value of purchases,
and costs that are fixed with respect to both, reveals
that cash, while still cost-efficient for small
purchases, is used too extensively for larger
purchases where other methods would be cheaper.
On average debit cards are preferable for
transactions worth more than around €10, and for
larger purchases even credit cards (which provide
additional benefits to customers) are cheaper than
cash. Yet, cash is frequently used for larger

What emerges in spite of these differences is a
robust consensus that – measured as proportion of
the value of purchases made - cash is more
expensive than cards (in particular debit cards) for all
stakeholders. For example, the cost of cash for
society, as a proportion of purchase value across a
number of countries is around 320 basis points,
compared with the cost of cards at around 120 basis
points. For merchants, the corresponding numbers
are around 95 basis points for cash vs. 40 basis
points for cards. Cost of cash as a proportion of
purchase value for banks is around 155 basis points
compared with around 70 basis points for card, and
consumer costs of cash are around 80 basis points
compared with around 20 basis points for cards.
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purchases, resulting in payment costs to society that
could be avoided if cards were used instead.
Reducing the share of cash payments and replacing
them with card payments – all other things being
equal – should therefore reduce the total economywide costs of making payments.
The reason for excessive
cash use is that the
relative costs of different
payment methods
perceived by individual
stakeholders do not
reflect the costs to
society. Cash appears to
be too cheap for
consumers and
merchants (to the extent
that it is often perceived
to be free) relative to the
cost of paying by card.

Cash is used excessively because the relative costs
and benefits that individual stakeholders perceive
and act on in their decision-making do not reflect
those at the level of the payment system in
aggregate. The total costs of different payment
instruments fall unevenly on the various parties
involved in the payment process both because
different costs originate with different stakeholders,
and because transfers between stakeholders change
who ultimately bears them.

This means that the
incentives of those who
decide on the method of
payment are misaligned
with the objective of
minimising the costs of
payments to society as a
whole – in particular
merchants may be
reluctant to promote or
even accept cards even
though card payments
would be cheaper for
society.

This leads to a misalignment of the incentives of
individual stakeholders who, through their decisions,
determine the ultimate payment method mix in an
economy, and the objective to minimise the costs of
the payment system. There is evidence to suggest
that merchants may be reluctant to promote or even
accept card-based payments even though these
would be cheaper overall. Our analysis of the
transaction values at which it becomes cheaper to
encourage card payments rather than cash shows
that this ‘crossover’ value is much higher for
merchants than for the economy as a whole
(although there are differences among retailer types,
with cash handling costs varying from between 0.30.5% of sales to around 3% of sales across different
retailers). For example, a study of payment costs in
Switzerland suggests that the average merchant
would find it cheaper to accept debit cards for
transactions above CHF79, even though debit cards
are the cheaper option from the point of society for
purchases above around CHF12.

In particular, in the case of card payments, a larger
share of the economy-wide costs is re-distributed
through fees that shift the costs of card payments
from banks to merchants. By contrast, most of the
costs of cash payments appear not to be recovered
from merchants and consumers, but are borne by
banks. In particular the cost of cash distribution are
not reflected in the cost of cash use to consumers,
which often creates the erroneous belief that cash is
essentially a costless means of making payments.
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In particular for
consumers, many of the
costs of cash are hidden,
and the choice of
payment method may be
driven more by habit than
by a proper consideration
of relative costs.

In addition, there are substantial differences in the
transparency of costs to stakeholders across the
different payment instruments. In particular, many
of the costs of cash usage are hidden, whereas the
costs of card usage are obvious and transparent.
This may help explain why in particular consumers
stick with using cash even though they could save
themselves costs by paying with cards, and payment
method choice of consumers is often affected by
habits and demographics more than by
considerations of relative cost.

The anonymity of cash
payments makes cash an
important enabler of the
shadow economy, which
creates additional costs
for society. If replacing
cash with cards reduces
the size of the shadow
economy, additional
benefits would accrue.

The shadow economy provides a further explanation
for the enduring popularity of cash, and a further
source of costs to society associated with high levels
of cash usage. Because cash transactions leave
practically no trail, cash is an important enabler of
unreported (and unregulated) economic activity,
which not only causes lost tax revenues but results in
other social costs. To the extent that curbing the use
of cash makes unreported or underreported
economic activity more costly and less attractive,
and thus reduces the size of the shadow economy,
the promoting non-cash payments creates benefits
beyond the cost savings associated with moving to
cheaper forms of payment.

To achieve a replacement
of cash by non-cash
payments, distortions of
cost signals need to be
corrected – and there are
many ways in which this
can be achieved.

In order to promote non-cash payments, the
distortion of the cost signals received by the various
stakeholders needs to be corrected. This does not
necessarily require explicit pricing signals – there is a
wide range of measures that can increase the level of
cost transparency or change the relative costs and
benefits and so encourage banks, merchants and
customers to replace cash with other forms of
payment. For example, withdrawing high value
notes from circulation, limiting the amount of cash
that can be withdrawn in a single transaction, or
increasing the density of POS terminals are all
measures that could be employed in order to shift
payments from cash to non-cash.

These measures need to
be tailored to the specific
market conditions, but
understanding the costs
of payments and why
stakeholders may fail to
choose the cheapest
payment method is an
important first step.

To be most effective, these measures need to be
tailored to the specific conditions in a particular
market, and to address the specific distortions facing
particular groups of stakeholders. In this regard,
understanding the drivers of the underlying costs,
and the reasons why cost signals may be distorted, is
a first, but important step towards a less-cash
society.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Making payments costs money.1 When customers pay for their purchases – be it by
cash, a debit/credit card or other means – they rely on an existing infrastructure that is
costly to build, run and maintain and they use resources that could generate value
elsewhere.
Although it is by no means straightforward to establish precisely how much it costs to
make payments, it is clear that the costs of the payment system are far from trivial.
Estimates suggest that payment costs may account for up to 2.5 per cent of the
purchase value2, and as a proportion of the value of goods and services produced in
the economy, the cost of making payments may be in the region of 1 per cent, and
possibly higher.3 It also seems that the cost of different payment methods varies
significantly, and that substantial cost savings might be achieved by replacing more
costly payment methods with cheaper ones.
Payment method choice is a complex process, however, and what method is
ultimately used for making payments depends on the interaction of a number of key
stakeholders:

•

Banks decide what payment methods they should make available, and how
much they should invest in promoting particular payment methods and the
infrastructure required to support them.

•

Retailers decide what payment methods to accept, and whether to steer
customers towards using one or other through differentiated prices or other
methods.

•

Customers choose how they want to pay for a particular purchase amongst
those payment instruments that the retailer accepts.

•

Governments are more, or less, active in promoting different means of
payment through the different means available to them.

The decisions of these stakeholders are of course based on the relative costs and
benefits perceived by them rather than the relative economy-wide costs and benefits
1

This succinct statement is the title of a study into the cost of payments undertaken by the Dutch Central
Bank in 2004 (see De Nederlandsche Bank (DNB), 2004).
2

For example, Brits and Winder (2005, p 18) calculate that on the basis of the numbers in the DNB study,
payments made at the point of sale (POS) in the Netherlands amounted to €119 billion, whilst the total
cost of all POS transactions was €2.9 billion, amounting to around 2.4% of the value of purchases.
3

As we will discuss in more detail below, studies undertaken over the last decade or so produce a wide
range of estimates of payment costs as a proportion of GDP, with the majority being in the range between
half of a per cent and one per cent of GDP. However, some of these studies ignore particular cost
components or exclude specific stakeholders. Humphrey et al. (2003, p 159) claim that electronic
payments cost from one half to one-third as much as paper-based alternatives, and that a country may
save 1 per cent or more of GDP by switching from all-paper to all-electronic payments, which suggests
that payment costs may at present be 2 – 3 per cent of GDP.
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of different payment instruments. There is no guarantee that the relative costs and
benefits perceived by stakeholders reflect the relative economy-wide costs and
benefits – and there is therefore no guarantee that stakeholders will choose the
payment methods that are most cost-efficient overall. Indeed, there is good reason to
believe that changes in the way in which we pay could bring about substantial cost
savings, by better aligning the incentives of stakeholders to favour payment methods
that are the most cost-efficient in aggregate.

1.2 Scope and overview
Acknowledging the importance of the cost of making payments, and the potential
scope for cost savings from choosing the most efficient payment method, a number of
studies into the costs associated with different payment methods have been
commissioned or undertaken over the last decade or so by various parties involved in
the payment process, most notably central banks. Academics have provided further
analysis, and various stakeholders have contributed through their own work.
The results obtained cover a wide range. Such a divergence should not be surprising
given:

•

the significant methodological difficulties associated with measuring the costs
of making payments (and other key metrics that are required in order to draw
meaningful conclusions, such as the number and value of transactions); and

•

the sizeable differences between countries both in terms of the way in which
their payment system is structured and organised, and in terms of established
habits and attitudes in relation to making payments.

There seems, for example, to be a clear north-south divide in Europe in relation to the
preference for, and the prevalence of, using cash for making payments, with
Scandinavian countries relying to a far greater extent on non-cash payments than their
more southerly counterparts. Even with similar payment patterns, there may be
substantial differences (e.g. in terms of the density of ATM networks, or the number of
POS terminals for card payments) that should be expected to affect the relative costs
of different payment methods.
The purpose of this paper is to review and draw together the results from a substantial
portion of these studies into the cost of payment instruments – in particular cash.
Given the wide variation in results, we focus on the broad conclusions that are
common across all (or most) of the studies considered, aiming to draw out the points
on which there seems to be consensus rather than highlighting the differences. A
brief summary of the key studies is provided in Annex A.
Reflecting the scope of the studies under consideration, we also focus on the costs
associated with different payment instruments rather than a full assessment of costs
and benefits. Whilst this is a clear limitation of the existing studies (and thus this
paper), we believe that there is still value in highlighting cost differences and their
sources, in particular where these differences are not necessarily transparent. A better
understanding of the relative costs of different payment systems should ultimately
lead to better choices.
In the remainder of this paper, we will present the consensus view on the following
issues:
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•

There is a need to distinguish between the cost of using different payment
methods for the economy as a whole, and the cost as perceived by the
individual parties involved in the payment process. Whilst the former are the
key metric for determining how payments should be made in the most costefficient manner overall, it is the latter that drive the decisions of those who
choose whether, and how much, a particular payment method will be used in
practice. Measuring payment system costs is far from straightforward, and
there are a number of methodological difficulties that need to be overcome.

•

Overall, the costs associated with making payments are substantial. The bulk
of these costs are incurred in relation to cash payments, partly because cash is
the most frequently and widely used payment method, but partly also because
cash is demonstrably not the cheapest way of paying for many purchases.
Cost savings could be made if some cash payments were replaced by non-cash
payments.

•

There are good economic reasons why socially beneficial cash substitution
might not be taking place: the relative costs perceived by those who
determine the choice of payment method do not necessarily reflect the
relative cost to the economy as a whole, and many of the costs associated with
making cash payments in particular are not transparently obvious or indeed
are almost invisible. This implies that greater transparency of costs and
changes in the way in which costs are distributed across the individual parties
to the payment process would be needed in order to bring about socially
beneficial cash substitution.

Going beyond the resource costs associated with different payment methods, there
are additional costs and benefits that might be considered from a social welfare
perspective. In particular, cash is the lifeblood of the black and the grey economy. The
anonymity associated with cash payments enables and supports economic activity
that is in itself illegal, or that is conducted in an illegal manner, depriving the economy
of substantial amounts of tax receipts. Whilst cash substitution does not in itself
reduce the size of the black and grey economies, reduced reliance on cash for
everyday transactions might potentially make detection of illegal activities easier and
facilitate enforcement.

1.3 Summary of findings
Despite the wide variety of results that can be found in the literature – partly as a result
of differences in approach and data availability, and partly reflecting genuine and
significant differences among countries, there is a robust consensus on the following
conclusions:

•

Measured as proportion of purchase value, cash is more expensive than cards
(in particular debit cards) for all stakeholders – often by a large margin.

•

Cash is efficient for small value purchase, but more expensive than card-based
payments for larger purchases. In particular debit cards perform well when
considering the cost of making a payment, and are cheaper for purchase
values above around €10.

•

Given this, cash is being used too extensively. Many purchases are made with
cash even though other forms of payment would be cheaper. This means that
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potentially substantial cost savings could be achieved by reducing the share of
cash payments and replacing them with card payments.

•

The reason why this does not happen is that the relative costs and benefits
perceived by those who make decisions about what payment method to
promote, accept and use do not reflect the relative costs and benefits of the
different payment methods for society.

•

This is because the total costs of different payment instruments fall unevenly
on the various parties involved in the payment process both because different
costs originate with different stakeholders, and because transfers between
stakeholders change who ultimately bears them, and also because there are
substantial differences in the transparency of costs to stakeholders across the
different payment instruments. As a result, cash is often erroneously believed
to be a cheap (or in extreme cases cost-free) way of paying for purchases, even
though the costs associated with cash payments are substantial.

•

A further reason for the prevalence of cash as a method of payment is that the
anonymity of cash payments supports unreported or underreported economic
activity – the so-called shadow economy. Such activity imposes additional
costs on society in the form of lost tax revenues and potential risks associated
with economic activity outside the scope of regulation (e.g. safety rules that
would apply in regular construction works) and without giving the participants
the benefit of recourse to the legal system (e.g. enforceable guarantees for
officially purchased goods).

•

To the extent that a replacement of cash with non-cash payments helps to
combat the shadow economy, there would be substantial benefits in addition
to the cost savings associated with using cheaper payment methods.

•

A number of strategies exist to promote non-cash payments and incentivise
stakeholders to replace cash with other payment methods. All of them address
the distortions in incentives that are responsible for the inefficient choice of
cash for many purchases, and are aimed at making the costs of cash more
transparent and visible. In addition to explicit pricing signals, actions such as
withdrawing high value notes from circulation, limiting the amount of cash
that can be withdrawn in a single transaction, or increasing the density of POS
terminals could be employed in order to shift payments from cash to non-cash.

•

What specific measures should be used is likely to depend on the specific
conditions in a particular market. However, understanding the drivers of the
underlying costs, and the reasons why cost signals may be distorted, is a first,
but important step towards a less-cash society.
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2 The costs of making payments
2.1 What is involved in making payments?
What needs to happen for retail payments to work is far from simple. A complex
infrastructure, involving a number of parties, needs to be in place in order to allow a
customer to pay for his or her purchases by handing over some banknotes and coins,
or presenting a payment card. Building, maintaining and running this infrastructure
uses up resources.
For example, to allow customers to pay for a purchase by handing over a combination
of notes and coins requires that:

•

counterfeit-proof notes and coins have been designed and produced, and put
and kept into circulation by the central bank (which involves monitoring cash
stocks, taking out of circulation old and damaged notes, dealing with
counterfeit cash etc.);

•

retail banks have distributed those notes and coins to customers through a
network of ATMs and bank branches, which includes the physical distribution
of cash and the correct processing of deposits and withdrawals against the
individual customer’s account;

•

customers have obtained sufficient cash to make the payment (which means
that customers at any point in time are likely to hold surplus cash, thus
forgoing interest and facing the risk of loss or theft);

•

merchants collect and process the cash payments (e.g. check the tendered
notes, provide change, periodically empty/re-stock cash registers, cash up and
deposit their cash takings with their bank); and

•

retail banks take merchant cash deposits, check and count the cash deposited,
and correctly credit the merchant’s account.4

A similarly complex combination of activities and functions is involved when other
forms of payment are used. Card payments require that:

4

•

suitable cards have been produced and distributed to customers and linked to
their account;

•

merchants have been equipped with the necessary tools to accept card
payments (now generally card terminals allowing on-line authorisation of a
payment);

•

issuers and acquirers (or third parties tasked with doing so) have put in place a
network for payment processing, i.e. a communications infrastructure for
checking whether a particular card payment can be authorised and for
crediting the merchant’s and debiting the customer’s account with the
appropriate amounts;

See, for example the full description of the so-called ‘cash cycle’ in De Nederlandsche Bank (2004).
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•

on-going investments and monitoring is in place by card processors and
schemes to prevent, detect and resolve card payment fraud; and

•

a system is in place for handling refunds, resolving disputes and dealing with
queries from merchants and cardholders.

The following diagram provides a (simplified) overview of the retail payment sector,
identifying the key actors and tasks they need to perform in order to make payments
work.
Figure 1: Stylised view of the retail payments sector

Central banks/
National mints
Production of coins and notes*
Stock & circulation management
Destruction of notes*
Securely distribute and collect
coins and notes

Retail banks

Supply cash to
consumers
(ATM, counter)

Distribution of cash via ATM/
branches
Taking of deposits
Card issuing (incl. production*
and distribution)/acquiring
Payment processing*
Account management

Request
processing of
non-cash
payments

Provide cards

Consumers

Deposit cash
cheques and
acquire
services

Pay for goods or
services

Merchants

*Some of these functions may be outsourced to independent third parties

2.2 Measuring costs
Performing the activities described above is costly, and the sum of resource costs
incurred across all the activities that are necessary for different types of payment to
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function is the cost of that payment instrument for the economy. We will refer to this
cost as the economy-wide cost of the payment instrument.5
The economy-wide cost is the sum of the costs incurred by the various parties to the
payment process – central banks, retail banks, merchants and consumers – netting off
any transfer payments between these parties (i.e. items that appear as costs for one
group of stakeholders and as revenues for another). Such transfer payments change
how the economy-wide costs are spread across the parties involved in the payment
process, but not their level. They are, however, important in the decision making of
the individual stakeholders, as we will discuss below.
The major categories of transfers are:

•

interest forgone on cash holdings by retail banks, merchants and consumers,
which appear as revenues for the central bank (often referred to as
‘seigniorage’);6

•

interest potentially lost by merchants and consumers on the payments that are
‘in transition’, i.e. during the time between the consumer’s account being
debited and the merchants account being credited with the purchase value
(less any fees – see next item), which appears as float revenue for the banks;
and

•

any fees paid by consumers and merchants for the use of particular payment
methods (such as merchant service charges paid by merchants for card-based
payments), which appear as fee revenues for the banks.7

The need to distinguish between private and social costs – or costs incurred by the
individual stakeholders, and economy-wide costs – is clearly spelled out in a number
of the studies we have considered:8 whilst the economy-wide cost is the relevant cost
concept when considering what payment method is most cost-efficient from the
5

This cost is also often referred to as the ‘social’ cost of a payment method in order to distinguish it from
the private cost that is incurred by the various parties involved in a payment process. Even though the
end-to-end cost clearly is the cost to the economy at large in terms of resources used for making
payments with a particular payment method, the term ‘social cost’ is potentially misleading as the full
social cost would also include additional costs such as the economic cost of facilitating illegal activities
associated with cash.
6

Traditionally, seigniorage referred to the difference between the face value of a currency, and its
production costs, which accrued as revenue to the issuer of the currency as a result of increasing the
amount of money in circulation. However, the currency issuer also earns revenues from investing
revenues obtained from having issued a given amount of currency in interest-bearing assets. These are
often called ‘Central Bank Revenues’ (see Buiter, 2007). For a discussion of seigniorage as a transfer
resulting from the willingness of holders of cash to provide an interest-free loan to the central bank, see
Minsch et al. (2007, p 11) or Brits and Winder (2005, p 9).
7

In some cases, there may also be fees paid by consumers for the use of payment methods that turn up as
revenues for merchants. For example, Brits and Winder (2005, p 5) report that ‘an increasing number of
merchants charge a small fee (EUR 0.10 – 0.20) for debit card payments of purchases below an [sic] certain
amount, often EUR 10’.
8

See in particular the discussions in Bergman et al. (2007), Brits and Winder (2005), Minsch et al. (2007),
Reserve Bank of Australia (2007).
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perspective of the economy as a whole, it is the private costs faced by the different
parties that determine the ultimate payment method mix.
Table 1 below shows the broad headings of costs generally considered in the studies
we have reviewed for each of the various stakeholders, and identifies whether these
constitute a genuine resource cost contributing towards the economy-wide cost of
particular payment methods, or whether they are transfer costs/revenues.
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Table 1: Main cost categories
Stakeholder

Cost item

Central bank/
National mint

Production of notes and coins



Distribution of cash to cash centres or retail banks



Taking back notes and inspecting them, identifying
counterfeit notes, storing those that are fit for
recirculation and destroying damaged notes



Retail banks

Merchants

Consumers

End-to-end
cost

Transfer cost
(C)/revenue
(R)

Seigniorage on domestic cash holdings

R

Seigniorage on foreign cash holdings

R*

Distribution of cash through ATM network/branches



Receiving and processing merchant deposits



Producing and distributing cards



Authorisation of card payments



Providing card terminals to merchants



Processing costs



Fraud prevention costs/fraud losses



Deposit fee revenues

R

Acquiring fee revenues

R

Cardholder fee revenues

R

Float

R

Lost interest on cash holdings

C

Cost of time required to complete payment



Emptying cash registers, cashing up and depositing
surplus cash at the bank



Losses from theft/acceptance of counterfeit (or cost of
insurance taken out to cover such losses)



Card terminals (if not provided by bank)



Communications cost



Deposit charges

C

Merchant service charges

C

Lost interest on cash holdings

C

Cost of time required to complete payment



Cost of obtaining cash from ATM/branch



Lost money/theft/acceptance of counterfeit



Card/transaction fees

C

Lost interest on cash holdings

C

* This is a transfer from foreign banks, merchants or consumers, and therefore not offset by domestic
transfer payments; it may therefore be counted as a genuine social benefit (see Minsch et al. 2007)
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Measuring these costs is far from straightforward, however, for a number of reasons:

•

Some of the costs cannot be easily quantified. For example, the monetary cost
associated with time spent making a payment – from the time the merchant
has informed the customer about the amount due, to the point at which the
payment is completed, i.e. at which cash has been taken and change has been
given, or the cardholder has signed for the transaction or entered a PIN and
the card has been returned – must be calculated with reference to the
opportunity cost of time, which may be quantified in a number of ways. The
cost of the perceived risk of holding large amounts of cash to make payments
is difficult to quantify (though some authors have tried to put an implied value
on this and calculate these costs – see Box 1).

•

A substantial portion of costs may be common across different payment
methods, or even across payments and non-payment related activities. For
example, most banks issue debit cards to their customers that are used for
making withdrawals from ATMs as well as making POS payments – so the cost
associated with production, distribution and management of these cards is
common across the two payment instruments. Furthermore, bank branches
do not only deal with deposits and withdrawals, but provide a wide range of
services, and therefore many of the costs associated with a branch network are
common across cash payments and other banking activities. Some cost
allocation methodology is needed in order to attribute an appropriate portion
of costs to the various services performed, but even the most sophisticated
activity-based costing methods cannot overcome the fact that there is
ultimately a degree of arbitrariness in any allocation of common costs.

•

At a purely practical level, the necessary data may not generally be collected,
or even if they are collected, may be commercially confidential, and it may
therefore not be possible to obtain the necessary information simply. Publicly
available statistics cover only part of the information that is required, and the
missing pieces need to be filled in from surveys, expert interviews, or clever
estimation methods. For example, little reliable primary information exists
about the number and value of cash transactions, and researchers generally
have had to find ways of estimating these parameters, which can have a
dramatic impact on outcomes (see Box 2).
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Box 1: What price do consumers put on the risk of holding cash?
The cost associated with the risk of holding cash may be difficult to measure – but they are
substantial. Indeed, one study showed that, because of the perceived risk associated with holding
cash balances, the true opportunity cost of holding cash can be more than four times the interest lost
on the consumers’ cash holdings.
Bergman et al. note that Swedish customers generally do not pay for the withdrawal of cash (and only
bear the fixed fee they pay for the card they use for making ATM withdrawals), but incur implicit costs
in the form of shoe-leather costs incurred in visiting ATMs and the time spent withdrawing cash, and
the lost interest on cash holdings. These two cost components are related: making smaller, more
frequent withdrawals reduces the opportunity cost of holding cash, but increases shoe-leather costs,
and vice versa.
Under the assumption that customers choose the number of withdrawals and the amounts
withdrawn so as to minimise the sum of lost interest and shoe-leather costs, one can use information
on the average amount withdrawn, the number of withdrawals and the interest rate, to calculate the
implied shoe-leather costs of making withdrawals (using a so-called ‘inventory-theoretic’ approach –
see Bergman et al. 2009, p 7 and Appendix 3).
However, this approach does not take into account that the opportunity cost of holding cash may not
only be linked to the lost interest, but may also reflect the risk of loss or theft associated with holding
cash balances. The value placed by consumers on this risk, and hence the risk-related opportunity
cost of holding cash, is difficult to measure.
Using the actual number of withdrawals and withdrawn amounts, in combination with assumptions
about the average time taken to make a withdrawal and a measure of the opportunity cost of time (an
appropriate after-tax wage rate), Bergman et al. (2007) explicitly calculate the shoe-leather costs
incurred in making withdrawals, and compare this with the implied figure from the inventorytheoretic approach.
This explicitly calculated cost can then be used in the inventory-theoretic framework in order to
calculate an implied interest rate which reflects the total opportunity cost of holding cash as the sum
of lost interest and the perceived risk of holding cash balances. Using their highest estimate for the
explicitly calculated shoe-leather costs, they obtain a perceived risk premium of 17.5 per cent on top
of the interest rate of 5.15 per cent that measures lost interest on cash holdings.
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Box 2: The elusive value of cash payments
Whilst there is generally very good and reliable information about the value and number of non-cash
payments, the anonymity of cash payments means that the number and value of cash payments is
normally not known, and needs to be estimated on the basis of other data. Sometimes, there are
large discrepancies between official statistics on cash usage even in what are considered to be highly
transparent economies such as Norway, which might indicated not just methodological problems
with statistics on cash usage, but the presence of unreported or under-reported transactions – i.e.
shadow economy activity.
Minsch et al. (2007, p 20ff.), for example, estimate the number of cash transactions based on statistical
information about value added tax receipts, using assumptions about sector-specific average
transaction values and data on card usage. Gresvik and Haare (2009a, p 17ff.) discuss alternative
options for obtaining estimates of the number and value of cash transactions which can lead to
substantially different results. Using information from a survey of households, they arrive at an
estimate of 285 million cash transactions with a value of NOK 62.1 billion in 2007. This contrasts
sharply with a total value of cash withdrawals in Norway of NOK 141.5 billion for the same year. Based
on official statistics for household consumption, the value of cash payments at the point of sale would
be NOK 227.7 billion, which at the same average cash transaction value would correspond to more
than 1 billion cash transactions.
Whilst Gresvik and Haare note that the impact of the number (and value) of cash payments on the
cost of cash use may be limited as the main costs are incurred in cash distribution, and thus driven by
the number and value of withdrawals, they also state that their analysis treats the number of cash
deposits and withdrawals as independent of the number of cash payments, acknowledging that this is
a simplification of reality. This potentially leads to an underestimation of the cost impact of an
increase in the number of cash payments, as this would normally also be expected to increase the
number of cash withdrawals, but this effect is being ignored. We note, however, that the different
estimates of the value of cash payments imply a share of cash payments at the point of sale of 14 per
cent or 38 per cent of total transaction value respectively.
As Gresvik and Hare (2009b, p 24) note, ‘The anomalies and contradictory data to our estimate of cash
payments at point of sale raise the question whether the calculation based on the household survey is
correct. In our opinion, the use of cash payments and the use of cash for hoarding and illegal activities
should be investigated further.’

2.3 Estimates of payment costs
Despite substantial variations across countries, the cost estimates obtained in a
number of studies conducted over the last decade or so (details can be found in Annex
A) suggest that the cost of making payments is sizeable.
Figure 1 shows the economy-wide cost9 of different payment methods as a
percentage of GDP. This suggests that, with the exception of the Scandinavian
countries, the total economy-wide costs incurred for making payments at the point of
sale using cash and cards are between 0.5% and 1% of GDP.
In most cases, cash accounts for the largest share (in many cases by a wide margin). At
first sight, this may simply be because cash tends to be the most widely used payment
system (accounting for almost all transactions in Hungary, and in most cases for more
than half of the number of transactions – see Figure 2).
Closer analysis suggests, however, that the share of the costs associated with the use
of cash cannot simply be explained with reference to the prevalence of cash usage.
9

For Portugal: cost of the banking sector only.
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Figure 2 shows the share of cash in total payments, measured by reference to i) the
costs of payments, ii) the number of POS transactions, and iii) the total value of
purchases. The second chart shows that:

•

the large share of costs accounted for by cash therefore does not simply reflect
its share of payment activity, considered in terms of either the number or the
value of transactions;

•

cash has a much larger share by volume than by value, which means that cash
tends to be used for smaller transactions than cards, and that

•

the proportion of total costs accounted for by the use of cash is similar to or
lower than the proportion of all transactions made with cash but – with the
exception of Finland and Hungary – it is higher than the share of purchases by
value, often by a large margin.

Figure 1: Cost of payment methods as percentage of GDP
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Source: Bergman et al. (2007), De Nederlandsche Bank (2004), Banque Nationale de Belgique (2005),
Takala and Viren (2008), Banco de Portugal (2007), Reserve Bank of Australia (2008), Minsch et al. (2007),
Gresvik and Haare (2008, 2009a, 2009b) and Magyar Nemzeti Bank (2011); own calculations.
Notes:
The figures for Portugal includes only the costs incurred by the banks rather than all parties involved in
the payment process.
Cost to consumers are only included in the numbers for Sweden, Finland, Australia and Norway.
The numbers for Finland are based on merchant’s direct cost and their fee payments as a proxy for the
costs incurred by the banking sector, and include only cardholder annual fees. The Swedish figures are
based on the lower estimate of consumer costs based on the inventory-theoretic approach (for further
explanation see Box 1).
‘Debit card’ for Australia refers to the widely used EFTPOS cards. This is because information about
scheme debit cards is not available separately throughout the study.
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Figure 2: Cash's share of costs, number of transactions and value of transactions
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Source: Bergman et al. (2007), De Nederlandsche Bank (2004), Banque Nationale de Belgique (2005),
Takala and Viren (2008), Banco de Portugal (2007), Reserve Bank of Australia (2008), Minsch et al. (2007),
Gresvik and Haare (2008, 2009a, 2009b) and Magyar Nemzeti Bank (2011); own calculations.
Notes: see notes for Figure 1. The figure for Norway is based on the lower estimate for the number and
value of cash transactions; using the larger estimates would give transaction shares of 53% by number
and 38% by value, which need to be compared with a cost share of 39%. Total purchase values for
Australia have been calculated using the average transaction value reported for merchants, which is
different from the average transaction value reported for financial institutions. The average transaction
values for Australia are those provided for POS transactions – average transaction values registered by
financial institutions are substantially different, with an average credit card transaction value of AUS$ 132
(€ 80.87), i.e. almost double the value given for the average credit card transaction at a merchant, and an
average EFTPOS transaction value of AUS$ 59 (€ 36.15), i.e. lower than the average transaction reported by
a merchant.

The specific implications as to whether cash is more or less costly than other payment
methods are ambiguous: compared with its share of transactions, the cost of cash
appears to be on the low side, while compared with its share of the value of payments,
it appears to be disproportionately high, and Figure 3 and Figure 4 ]confirm this
ambiguity by showing that while cash in most cases tends to be cheaper than other
forms of payment when considered on a per transaction basis, it is one of the most
expensive forms of payment when expressed as proportion of purchase value (with
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the exception of Hungary)10, with debit cards emerging as the cheapest on this
measure.
Figure 3: Costs per transaction
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Source: Bergman et al. (2007), De Nederlandsche Bank (2004), Banque Nationale de Belgique (2005),
Takala and Viren (2008), Banco de Portugal (2007), Reserve Bank of Australia (2008), Minsch et al. (2007),
Gresvik and Haare (2008, 2009a, 2009b) and Magyar Nemzeti Bank (2011); own calculations; historic
exchange rates from www.oanda.com.
Notes: see notes for Figure 1. The figure for Norway is based on the lower estimate for the number and of
cash transactions; using the larger estimates would suggest a cost per transaction of €0.42 – substantially
lower than the cost per card transaction.

10

The reason why the results for Hungary are out of line with those for the other countries is that card
payments are hardly used in Hungary, and in particular that cards appear to be used for lower-value
transactions than cash. Based on the numbers in the presentation obtained from the Hungarian central
bank, cash transactions account for around 94% of total transactions, but almost 98% of transaction value.
The average value of a cash transaction is around €67, whilst the average transaction values for debit and
credit cards are around €26 and €30 respectively (see Magyar Nemzeti Bank, 2011). This is exceptional, as
in all other countries the average value of card transactions is higher – and often far higher – than the
average value of cash transactions, evidenced by the fact that the share of cash transactions by value is
substantially smaller than the share of cash transactions by number of transactions. Given that a larger
proportion of the costs involved in card payments is fixed with regard to transaction value (and also the
number of transactions), the high cost of card transactions in Hungary appear to reflect unrealised
economies of scale as a result of the limited usage of payment cards.
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Figure 4: Cost per € of purchase value
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Source: Bergman et al. (2007), De Nederlandsche Bank (2004), Banque Nationale de Belgique (2005),
Takala and Viren (2008), Banco de Portugal (2007), Reserve Bank of Australia (2008), Minsch et al. (2007),
Gresvik and Haare (2008, 2009a, 2009b) and Magyar Nemzeti Bank (2011); own calculations; historic
exchange rates from www.oanda.com.
Notes: see notes for Figure 1. The figure for Norway is based on the lower estimate for the number and of
cash transactions; using the larger estimates would suggest a cost equal to 1.53% of purchase value, still
higher than the cost of 1.49% of purchase value for a card transaction, but much less so. Figures for ePurse have been omitted, but would amount to around 10% of transaction value in Belgium, and 34% of
transaction value in the Netherlands.

Indeed, measured as a proportion of the cost of the purchases for which the payment
is used, cards (and especially debit cards) consistently outperform cash across all
studies (other than Hungary, where the low value of card payments means that
economies of scale remain largely unexploited).
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Table 2: Cost of cash and cards as a proportion of purchase value (basis points)
Cash

Cards

Sweden (all cards)

279

52

Australia (debit cards)

316

174

Norway (all cards)

563

149

Netherlands (debit cards)

320

110

Belgium (debit cards)

303

110

Switzerland (debit cards)

162

131

Min

162

52

Max

563

174

Average

324

121

Median

310

121

Source: Bergman et al. (2007), De Nederlandsche Bank (2004), Banque Nationale de Belgique (2005),
Takala and Viren (2008), Banco de Portugal (2007), Reserve Bank of Australia (2008), Minsch et al. (2007),
Gresvik and Haare (2008, 2009a, 2009b) and Magyar Nemzeti Bank (2011); own calculations; historic
exchange rates from www.oanda.com.
Notes: see notes for Figure 1. The figure for Norway is based on the lower estimate for the number and
of cash transactions; using the larger estimates would suggest a cost equal to 1.53% of purchase value,
still higher than the cost of 1.49% of purchase value for a card transaction, but much less so. Figures for ePurse have been omitted, but would amount to around 10% of transaction value in Belgium, and 34% of
transaction value in the Netherlands.

Because different payment instruments have a very different cost structure in terms of
whether costs vary with the number or value of transactions (or indeed whether they
are fixed and do not vary with either), matters are more complex than comparing the
different payment methods on a unit-cost basis, using as the unit of comparison either
the number of transactions (i.e. comparing the cost per purchase) or the amount of the
payment (i.e. comparing the costs as a proportion of purchase value). This is
For example, in theory the cost of processing a card-based payment should not
depend at all on the value of the payment made – the resources used in obtaining
authorisation, crediting the merchant’s account and debiting the account of the
customer should not be related to the amount involved. This may of course not be
true for cost estimates obtained in practice, which might for example allocate some of
the costs incurred in improving fraud protection in proportion to transaction value on
the basis that investment in fraud protection systems is driven to some extent by the
value at stake.
Nevertheless, the economy-wide costs of card payments are mainly driven by the cost
of switching and telecommunications services, and the costs of establishing a network
of POS terminals that support the use of payment cards. These costs do not vary with
the value of the payment, and many are even invariant to the number of payments.
Thus, the costs of card payment systems are likely to be largely fixed with regard to the
value of payments (and often also with regard to the number of payments), involving
largely the costs of putting in place central switching systems, or setting up individual
cardholder or merchant accounts.
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By contrast, the cost of cash is driven to a larger extent by the value of cash purchases,
as a greater total transaction value requires that more cash is in circulation, or that the
circulation speed is increased, implying higher production and transportation costs,
and greater risks from theft. Transaction time is also longer for larger cash purchases.
For example, the Australian payments cost study (Reserve Bank of Australia, 2007)
found that the time taken at the counter to process a specific cash transaction is likely
to vary according the number of notes and coins, meaning that, on average, more time
is required for high-value cash payments than for lower-value payments. Similarly, the
cost of securely transporting and distributing cash between banks and ATMs, and the
cost incurred by merchants for making deposits, are likely to increase with the value of
cash payments that are being made as more cash needs to be in circulation, and
merchants may need to make more frequent deposits (or face a higher risk or higher
insurance premia for covering larger amounts of cash held at the premises). Bergman
et al. (2007) note that the larger the value of a transaction paid for with cash, the larger
the costs associated with counting, transporting, replenishing ATMs with and storing
cash. Sometimes, the relationship between costs and underlying volumes is not
entirely obvious, however (see Box 3).
Box 3: Cash addicts and cost busters
The main source of costs of cash payments is the cost of distributing cash – and this cost is increasing
faster than the value of cash transactions is falling, leading to an overall increase in the cost of cash –
but with substantial differences across countries.
Analysis by McKinsey (2008) suggests that network costs – i.e. the costs of ATMs and branches –
represent more than 90% of the cost of cash. McKinsey (2008) also note that even though the value of
cash transactions across Europe fell by 1% from 2002 to 2006, the total cost of cash for banks
increased by 2% (and by more in some countries). This appears to be driven to some extent by an
increase in the density of ATM networks, which in turn allows customers to withdraw smaller amounts
of cash more frequently, enabling a ‘cash habit’. Overall, this seems to suggest an increase in unit
costs: the cost of distributing cash per euro is increasing faster than the value of cash transactions is
falling, but this general trend hides substantial differences between countries.
Distinguishing groups of countries based on their share of branch transactions and the growth in the
number of ATMs, McKinsey find that for some countries the cost of cash for banks as a proportion of
GDP increased by 6.2% per annum between 2002 and 2006, whilst for others it fell by 1.5% per annum
(see table below).
Group

Countries

Cost of cash to
banks as % of GDP

Compound annual
growth rate of cost of
cash to banks 2002 2006

Infrastructure builders – high
share of branch transactions,
high growth in number of
ATMs

Poland, Hungary, Czech
Republic, Slovakia

0.43%

6.2%

Convenience seekers – high
growth in number of ATMs,
low share of branch
transactions

UK, Ireland

0.16%

1.5%

Cost busters – low share of
branch transaction, low
(sometimes negative) growth
in the number of ATMs

Finland, Belgium,
Denmark, Sweden,
Switzerland, Norway,
Netherlands, France

0.14%

-1.5%

Cash addicts – low growth in
number of ATMs, high share
of branch transactions

Italy, Spain, Germany,
Austria

0.28%

1.8%
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The balance between fixed and variable costs should also be expected to vary across
countries reflecting differences in the way in which their payment sector is structured.
For example, a denser ATM network may be associated with higher fixed costs but
lower variable costs as cash machines need to be re-stocked less often (and the cost to
consumers of making withdrawals – which can be expected to vary with the cash
amounts they require for making purchases – should fall as well). McKinsey (2008) also
show that in countries with low costs of cash payments (the ‘cost busters’ of Box 3),
cash-back at the POS is very popular - thanks in part to flat fees charged to retailers for
the processing of debit card payments, which reduces the cost of cash distribution as
well as the retailer’s cost of cash handling. We also understand that there are widely
diverging models and legal frameworks in place across Europe that affect the cost of
cash distribution. For example, in some countries merchants are permitted to restock
cash machines in shops, whereas in others (such as Germany) ATMs need to be sealed
off by banks and managed separately. These differences can also lead to substantially
different costs of cash distribution.
Figure 5 shows that, despite variation among countries, the difference between the
largely fixed cost structure of card payments and the largely variable cost structure of
cash payments (as a function of their value) does indeed exist. Across those studies
that have looked at the share of costs that vary either with the number of transactions
or with purchase value, the consensus view is that cash has the highest share of costs
that vary with the value of purchases, whereas the cost of card payments (and, where
relevant, e-Purse) is largely unrelated to purchase value, and often also to the number
of transactions (in particular for e-Purse).
Figure 5: Share of fixed and variable costs
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Source: Bergman et al. (2007), De Nederlandsche Bank (2004), Banque Nationale de Belgique (2005),
Minsch et al. (2007), Reserve Bank of Australia (2008) and Magyar Nemzeti Bank (2011); own calculations.
The Hungarian study distinguishes between costs that vary linearly with the number or value of
transactions, and costs that vary less than proportionately, and for the purpose of this diagram we have
grouped both together.
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This – together with the high cost of cash as a proportion of purchase value shown in
Figure 4 - indicates that reducing the share of total purchase value paid in cash – all
other things being equal – should reduce the total economy-wide costs of making
payments.
The data from the various studies can be used in order to give an impressionistic view
of the relationship between the prevalence of cash payments in an economy, and the
cost of paying as a proportion of GDP. As Figure 6 suggests, there is a positive
relationship between the share of purchases in an economy paid for with cash, and the
total costs of the payment system. Despite the methodological issues with measuring
costs and transactions, and the substantial differences across countries, it would seem
that the cost of making payments is higher the more of these payments are made with
cash.
Figure 6: Cash payment share and the cost of making payments
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Source: Bergman et al. (2007), De Nederlandsche Bank (2004), Banque Nationale de Belgique (2005),
Reserve Bank of Australia (2008), Minsch et al. (2007), Gresvik and Haare (2008, 2009a, 2009b) and Magyar
Nemzeti Bank (2011); own calculations
Note that some of the cost figures include the costs to consumers (Sweden, Australia and Norway)
whereas others do not. Note also that the number of payment instruments covered also varies across
observations.

A more detailed – and more instructive – analysis looks at the marginal costs per
transaction, which is made up of the costs of an additional transaction (approximated
in most studies by the average volume-variable cost) and the costs associated with
handling a transaction of that value (approximated in most studies by the average
value-variable cost – see Box 4). In other words, the marginal cost of a transaction is
the cost specifically caused by its presence or avoided by its absence, without
including the fixed costs of creating or maintaining the enabling infrastructure, which
are incurred in any event. It is therefore the appropriate basis on which to consider
how shifting a portion of payment activity from one existing payment method to
another would affect the total costs of the payment system.
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Box 4: Average variable and marginal cost
The average cost AC of a transaction made with a particular payment method is made up of the
average fixed cost per transaction AFC plus the average variable cost per transaction AVC, i.e.
AC = AFC + AVC.
AVC may serve as a proxy for long-run marginal or incremental cost.
Average variable cost consists of two components: the marginal cost associated with one additional
transaction regardless of value a and the marginal cost associated with the value of the transaction – it
can therefore only be meaningfully expressed in relation to a particular transaction value s, i.e.
AVC = a + b*s.
The Australian study (Reserve Bank of Australia, 2007) provides direct estimates for a and b. The
Swedish, Dutch, Belgian and Swiss studies, by contrast, use the following approach:
a = VCN/N
where VCN is the total cost that varies with the number of transactions, and N is the number of
transactions; and
b = VCS/S
where VCS is the total cost that varies with the value of transactions, and S is the value of transactions.

Based on these cost components, it is then possible to calculate the transaction value
at which it would be cheaper to use a debit card, for example, than cash, or the
transaction value at which cash becomes more expensive than a credit card. The cost
per transaction and the cost as proportion of purchase amount, together with the
actual average transaction values and the calculated cross-over values, are
summarised in Table 3.
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Table 3: Marginal cost estimates, average purchase values and cross-over
transaction values

Switzer
-land

Australia

Belgium

Netherlands

Sweden

Cost

Average
purchase
value (€)

per
transaction(€)

as proportion of
purchase value

Cash

0.20

1.67%

18.02

Debit

0.33

0.00%

63.72

Credit

0.48

0.00%

92.82

Cash

0.11

0.69%

9.38

Debit

0.19

0.01%

44.13

Credit

0.80

0.25%

115.22

Cash

0.13

0.79%

17.57

Debit

0.21

0.00%

49.79

Credit

0.56

0.09%

98.81

Cash (1)*

0.08

0.70%

Cross-over transaction size (€)
where cash becomes more
expensive than
Debit card

Credit card

7.97

16.51

11.65

156.94

10.23

60.67

15.67

44.65

35.25

N/A

7.53

N/A

11.64
Cash (2)*

0.12

0.20%

Debit

0.19

0.00%

44.73

Credit*

0.31

0.20%

41.66

Cash

0.18

0.65%

33.85

Debit

0.23

0.00%

54.10

Source: Bergman et al. (2007), De Nederlandsche Bank (2004), Banque Nationale de Belgique (2005),
Reserve Bank of Australia (2008), Minsch et al. (2007); own calculations; historic exchange rates from
www.oanda.com.
Notes: see notes for Figure 1.
The calculation of the cross-over value for Sweden differs slightly from the approach used by Bergman et
al. (2007, p16) who find the cross-over value by setting the economy-wide cost per card payment equal to
the weighted average of the economy-wide cost per cash payment and the average economy-wide-cost
of cash payments per SEK times transaction value, using weights of 0.4% and 0.6% respectively; this
produces cross-over values of €7.75 and €17.14 respectively.
*The figures for Australia report two approaches for establishing the per-transaction and value-dependent
cost for cash transactions, the first of which assumes that all of the costs of supplying cash through ATMs
are purely driven by purchase values, whereas the second approach assumes that resource costs are
spread equally across the eight payments that are normally made for every ATM withdrawal. These costs
would be somewhat higher if financial institution branch costs were included, as financial institutions
incur costs of accepting payment proceeds as deposits and in providing over-the-counter withdrawals.
Therefore the costs presented here are below the estimates presented earlier. Credit card costs exclude
the credit function, i.e. are for the payment function only. The average transaction values for Australia are
those provided for POS transactions – average transaction values registered by financial institutions are
substantially different, with an average credit card transaction value of AUS$ 132 (€80.87), i.e. almost
double the value given for the average credit card transaction at a merchant, and an average EFTPOS
transaction value of AUS$ 59 (€36.15), i.e. lower than the average transaction reported by a merchant.

The analysis suggests that cash is consistently cheaper for small purchases – though
even there non-cash payments are likely to be cheaper still (see Box 5). However, for
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transactions from about €8 upwards, debit cards are the more cost-effective way of
paying, and for high purchase amounts, cash becomes even more expensive than
credit cards.11
The analysis also suggests that current payment method use is not minimising costs:

•

The average value of a cash purchase in Sweden, Switzerland and Belgium is
above the amount at which a debit card would provide a cheaper method of
payment – in some cases by a wide margin. The Swedish figures indicate that
even a credit card would be cheaper for the average cash transaction.

•

In Australia and the Netherlands (at least for the lower cross-over value
estimate for Australia) the average cash purchase amount is a little below the
cross-over value, which suggests that there are still a sizeable number of cash
transactions that could be conducted more cheaply by debit card.

11

The figures suggest that debit cards are always more cost-efficient than credit cards, which might be
taken as an indication that credit cards should not be used at all. However, it is worth bearing in mind
that the analysis presented here focuses purely on payment system costs, and does not consider any of
the benefits that are likely to be associated with credit cards, such as the benefits of deferred payment for
consumers, or the benefit of being able to pre-authorise payment for the merchant.
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Box 5: The cost-efficient, but failing e-Purse
Both the Dutch and the Belgian studies suggest that the e-Purse is cheaper than cash even for the
smallest purchases, as both the per-transaction costs and the purchase value-dependent cost are
lower. This might indicate that non-cash based electronic payments that do not involve on-line
authorisation can generate substantial cost savings over cash. However, e-Purses have failed to to
perform as a cash replacement, and many e-Purse schemes have been withdrawn*, or will be
withdrawn in the near future.*
The fact that the average cost of e-Purse payments, both in terms of average costs per transaction and
average costs as a proportion of purchase value, are very high is simply the consequence of very
strong economies of scale in the operation of e-Purse schemes, and the fact that the substantial fixed
cost of putting in place the necessary infrastructure is spread over a small number of transactions as
these payment methods are not very widely used. Migrating payments from cash to e-Purse,
however, would not increase these costs and would lead to savings both in terms of a lower pertransaction costs, and lower value-dependent costs. At the same time, however, e-Purse schemes
suffer from a number of disadvantages that are responsible for their lack of success, including the lack
of standardisation and the fact that they cannot be used for on-line purchases. From the perspective
of the customer, stored-value cards also offer little convenience benefits over cash. They need to be
charged, and the stored amount would be lost if the card is lost or stolen. These costs were excluded
in the Dutch and Belgian studies, and a survey conducted by the DNB (2005) showed the following
main reasons why consumers were reluctant to use the e-purse:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

loss of card;
theft;
cardholder fee;
loss of interest;
card reloading and processing delay;
uncertain balance; and
non-universal acceptance.

Moreover, with the improvements in telecommunications infrastructure and the growth in flat-rate
data connections, the cost advantages of stored-value cards that are linked to the fact that individual
payments do not need to be authorised are disappearing fast. As van Hove (2006) notes, “in the
longer run ‘traditional’ E-Purses are unlikely to survive. It is important to stress that they have been
conceived of at a time when communication costs were too high for low-value payment to be made
online. More than one decade later, these communication costs have dropped significantly.”
* For a list of discontinued schemes, as well as a discussion of the reasons for their lack of success, see
van Hove (2006). See also ‘ ‘Luxembourg says goodbye to mini-cash’,
http://www.352luxmag.lu/index.php?p=edito&id=14175&titleurl=luxembourg-says-goodbye-tomini-cash

Overall, there would therefore seem to be a consensus view that cash is over-used:
customers use cash in too many cases where debit cards would be the cheaper option
in terms of total costs to all parties. The fact that many of the studies ignore the
consumer resource costs associated with the various payment methods, which are
likely to increase the value-dependent cost of cash, implies that the case for using
debit cards instead of cash (and the point that cash is being used too much) is even
stronger than the results in Table 3 suggest (see Box 6).
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Box 6: Consumer resource costs of payments are higher for cash than cards
The resource costs incurred by consumers for making payments, though often excluded from the
analysis because difficult to measure, are substantial. Including these costs is likely to make cash
even more costly relative to card payments.
The Australian study provides figures for the cost of payment methods including and excluding
consumers. Including consumers increases the total resource cost of cash by 23%, the cost of
debit cards by 14% and the cost of credit cards by 17% (see Reserve Bank of Australia, 2007, p 25).
In the Australian study the main resource cost incurred by consumers is the time to make
payments (i.e. fees are not considered because these are pure transfers and not resource costs).
As Bergman et al. (2007) show, the consumer costs of cash can be substantial when one considers
the perceived risk of loss and theft, as well as incorrectly, untracked amounts charged or change
made, and the extent to which this leads consumers to make much more frequent withdrawals in
order to reduce the amount of cash they are holding than could be explained simply by looking at
the interest forgone – see Box 1.
The Norwegian figures suggest that consumer costs account for about 24% of the social cost of
cash, but only 15% of the social cost of cards – figures that are fairly well aligned with those from
the Australian study (see, for example, Gresvik and Haare (2009a, p 20, in particular Tables 3 and 4).

Providing reliable estimates of the potential cost savings that could be obtained if
debit cards (or other non-cash payment methods such as e-Purse) were used more
widely is difficult. Even leaving aside concerns about the robustness of the underlying
cost estimates, one would need to know exactly what transactions would shift from
cash to other forms of payment, how costs differed for those transactions, and
potentially even how transaction size might change as a result of using a different
payment method. This information is not available.
Nevertheless, replacing costly cash payments with lower cost non-cash payments
should generate appreciable cost savings. Economies of scale are most likely much
stronger in relation to non-cash payment systems12, so that any shift in payment
usage would result in the cost of cash payments falling by more than the cost of noncash payments would increase. Brits and Winder (2005, p 26) argue that cost savings
of €106 million could be achieved in the Netherlands if e-Purse were to replace 500
million cash transactions with an average transaction value of €3, and debit cards were
used instead of cash for 1 billion with an average transaction amount of €20. Similar
results are presented in the Belgian study. Larger cost savings may be achieved if one
considers that some of the costs that are fixed over the 3-5 year horizon on which the
analysis is based were to adjust to changed payment patterns (e.g. ATM networks
might shrink over time if cash were used less frequently and hence fewer withdrawals
were made).

2.4 Who bears the costs of making payments?
So far, we have focused on the economy-wide costs associated with making payments.
We now turn to the question of how these costs are split across the different parties

12

Humphrey et al. (2003) argue that the fall in the ratio of operating cost to assets in the banking sector
across 12 European countries between 1987 and 1999 can be explained by the replacement of check and
paper-based giro transactions with electronic giro transactions and card payments.
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involved in the payment process, focusing on cash and debit cards (and e-Purse,
where relevant).
In doing so, we consider banks, merchants and consumers as distinct groups, but do
not distinguish further between different types of bank (e.g. with respect to their
business mix), different types of merchant (e.g. with respect to sector or turnover), or
different types of consumer (e.g. with respect to purchasing and payment habits, or
demographics). This is because information is not available at a sufficiently low level
of aggregation in order to assess the differences within each of these groups. Even so,
it is clear that there is substantial diversity within each group, which certainly affects
the payment costs that fall upon particular types of banks, merchants and consumers.
We will highlight these differences where possible, while acknowledging that they
cannot be addressed comprehensively on the basis of publicly available research.
As noted earlier, the economy-wide costs associated with any particular payment are
made up of the costs incurred by the various parties involved in the payment process,
ignoring any transfers between them. However, even though transfers cancel out
when one looks at the economy-wide cost, they affect how costs are shared out
amongst stakeholders and hence the costs that individual stakeholders perceive and
act on in their decision making. As such, they can both help to align the incentives of
individual stakeholders with the objective of choosing the cheapest format of
payment, but they can also introduce distortions.
We find that, ignoring transfers, the costs of different payment systems are not shared
in the same way across the individual stakeholders, which could be expected to lead to
an outcome where stakeholders do not necessarily pick the cheapest payment
method overall, unless transfers provide counteracting incentives. We also find,
however, that transfers tend to exacerbate this misalignment of incentives rather than
correct it.
2.4.1

Where do costs originate?

Ignoring transfer payments, the various studies provide evidence to show that the
distribution of costs across the various stakeholders varies between payment methods,
but that there does not seem to be any systematic difference between cash and debit
card payments in terms of where the largest proportion of economy-wide costs are
incurred.
Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the distribution of economy-wide cost across stakeholders
for studies that include and exclude consumers respectively.
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Figure 7: Distribution of economy-wide costs across stakeholders, including
consumers
100%
90%
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Retail Banks

40%
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30%
20%
10%
0%

Cash

Cards
Sweden

Cash

Debit card

Cash

Australia

Cards
Norway

Source: Bergman et al. (2007), Reserve Bank of Australia (2008), and Gresvik and Haare (2008, 2009a,
2009b); own calculations
Notes: The Norwegian figures provide separate costs for ‘Subcontractors’. As a large majority of these
subcontractor costs are likely to be paid by the banking sector, they have been fully allocated to the retail
banks.

Figure 8: Distribution of economy-wide costs across stakeholders, excluding
consumers
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Source: De Nederlandsche Bank (2004), Banque Nationale de Belgique (2005) and Minsch et al. (2007);
own calculations.
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There seems to be no clear picture concerning the proportion of the costs of cash that
fall upon the central bank and the retail banks, and there is also no clear indication as
to whether the share of costs incurred by merchants is higher for cards than cash (as in
the case of Sweden and Norway), about the same (as in the case of the Netherlands
and Belgium), or lower (as suggested for Australia and Switzerland). Whilst the cost of
the e-Purse scheme in the Netherlands appears to be mainly related to activities of the
banking sector, in Belgium the lion’s share seems to originate with merchants. Where
consumer costs are considered, they are lower for cards than for cash although the
difference may be small (as suggested by the Swedish figures).
Although there is no systematic pattern, there is clearly significant variation in the
extent to which costs are linked to the activities of merchants, retail banks, or
consumers, both across countries and across payment methods. This fact in itself
means that relative costs as perceived by individual stakeholders need not reflect the
relative economy-wide costs at all closely, which in turn may explain the inefficient
payment method choices we identified earlier.
Even so, however, when social costs are measured as proportion of the value of
purchases made, cash is a more expensive method than (debit) cards for all
stakeholders. As Figure 9 to Figure 11 show:
with the exception of Switzerland, cards are cheaper for banks – the average
value for the cost of cash across the six studies is 156 bps (median: 130bps),
whilst the average cost of cards is 68 bps (median: 73 bps);
for merchants, cash is consistently more expensive than cards, with an average
cost of 96 bps (median: 100 bps) compared with 41 bps (median: 42bps) for
cards; and
the consumer cost of cash – on average 81 bps (median: 63 bps) – is higher
than for cards (average: 17 bps, median 19bps).

•

•

•

Figure 9: Cost of cash and cards as a proportion of purchase value for banks
(basis points)
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Source: Bergman et al. (2007), Reserve Bank of Australia (2008), and Gresvik and Haare (2008, 2009a,
2009b), De Nederlandsche Bank (2004), Banque Nationale de Belgique (2005) and Minsch et al. (2007);
own calculations.
Notes: The Norwegian figures provide separate costs for ‘Subcontractors’. As a large majority of these
subcontractor costs are likely to be paid by the banking sector, they have been fully allocated to the retail
banks.

Figure 10: Cost of cash and cards as a proportion of purchase value for merchants
(basis points)
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Source: : Bergman et al. (2007), Reserve Bank of Australia (2008), and Gresvik and Haare (2008, 2009a,
2009b), De Nederlandsche Bank (2004), Banque Nationale de Belgique (2005) and Minsch et al. (2007);
own calculations.
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Figure 11: Cost of cash and cards as a proportion of purchase value for consumers
(basis points)
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Source: Bergman et al. (2007), Reserve Bank of Australia (2008), and Gresvik and Haare (2008, 2009a,
2009b); own calculations

2.4.2

The role of transfers

For public policy purposes, what matters more is of course how the distribution of
costs, and consequently the incentives on participants in the payment system, are
affected by transfers. In other words, we need to ask whether the current system of
transfer payments helps or hinders the objective of ensuring that payments take place
with minimum waste of total economic resources.
As described earlier, the costs faced by individual parties to the payment process are
made up of the cost of resources they use in the course of enabling or making
payments, and transfer payments to or from other parties. The overview of the main
cost categories in Table 1 identified the following transfer payments:

•

payments from consumers, merchants and retail banks to the central banks in
the form of interest forgone on cash holdings, creating seigniorage revenues
for the central bank; and

•

fees paid by merchants and customers to retail banks related to the use of
different payment methods (e.g. ATM withdrawal fees, card fees, deposit fees
and merchant service charges).

These transfer payments tend, respectively, to have the effect of

•

shifting the cost of providing cash from the central bank to the other parties –
sometimes to an extent that makes cash operations profitable for the central
bank (see Box 7); and

•

shifting the general cost of making payments from the retail banks to
merchants and consumers.
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Box 7: Profitable cash in Switzerland
Although the cost of cash payments to society are substantial, central banks often receive substantial
revenues in the form of seignorage, which may make the cost of the cash system appear too low from
their perspective. For some central banks, cash may even be a profitable proposition.
Minsch et al. (2007, p 33) look at costs and revenues from the production and distribution of cash for
the Swiss public sector. They find that the production of notes and coins costs around CHF 31 million
per annum. Transport costs and the costs of taking back, inspecting and destroying banknotes that
are not fit for circulation amount to CHF 58 million. Together with overheads of CHF 30 million, this
gives rise to costs associated with the provision of cash of CHF 119 million.
On the revenue side, seigniorage on currency in domestic circulation amounts to CHF 522 million
from banknotes and CHF 38 million from coins. As the Swiss Franc is a popular reserve currency, there
are substantial holdings of Swiss bank notes abroad, which also give rise to seigniorage revenues. The
Swiss National Bank estimates that around 21% of the entire circulation of Swiss notes and coins is
held abroad. These cash holdings generate seigniorage revenues of CHF 129 million.
Overall, this means that cash is highly profitable for the Swiss government, with total revenues of CHF
689 million, total costs of CHF 119 million, and hence profits of CHF 570 million per annum. Even from
a social cost perspective – i.e. netting off domestic seigniorage costs - cash generates net benefits:
owing to the large amount of Swiss cash held outside the country, seigniorage on foreign circulation
exceeds the costs of cash production and circulation by CHF 10 million per annum.

A common finding in the studies we have analysed is that the effect of fees in shifting
costs from banks to merchants is much greater for card payments than for cash. Whilst
the specific break-down of fees is not provided (and therefore the concrete range of
services for which these fees are levied is not clear), the findings include the following:

•

Minsch et al. (2007, p 53) show that around 45.5% of the costs of debit card
payments to merchants are due to fees paid to banks.

•

Gresvik and Haare (2009a, p 20) obtain a similar figure (42.5%) for card
payments, whilst the share of fees paid to financial institutions of total
merchant costs is only 1.6% for cash payments.

•

The unit cost figures presented in the study by the Reserve Bank of Australia
(2007, p 17) suggest that 56.8% of the costs incurred by merchants for a credit
card payment are due to fees paid, whereas the corresponding share is only
5.9% for debit cards (in this case, EFTPOS cards), and no (appreciable) fees are
paid for cash transactions.

•

Takala and Viren (2008, p 39) show transaction costs of merchants and
provisions paid by merchants, suggesting that the latter exceed the former by
a ratio of three to one.13

•

Valverde et al. (2008, p 15) provide data that indicate that in Spain 80.8% of the
costs to a merchant of accepting credit cards, and 78.3% of the cost of

13

It is not entirely obvious to us how the figures presented in Table 4.4. of Takala and Viren (2008) are
linked to the numbers presented in the previous tables. There is also no clear definition of what is
considered under the heading of ‘transaction costs’ and what is meant by ‘provisions paid’. These figures
should therefore be interpreted with some caution.
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accepting debit cards, is accounted for by fee payments, whereas bank fees are
a negligible cost component for cash transactions.

•

The British Retail Consortium (2009) claims that 81.2% of total merchant costs
of accepting all payment methods are accounted for by merchant service
charges for card payments, compared with only 4.2% of costs being bank
charges.

•

Garcia-Swartz et al. (2006b, p 201) present data collected by the Food
Marketing Institute in the US indicating that in the grocery sector bank charges
account for 1.5%, 82.5%, 74.7% and 71.9% of the cost incurred by merchants
for accepting cash, credit card, signature debit and PIN debit payments
respectively. The corresponding figures for payments in discount stores are
12.5%, 88.9% (Visa and MasterCard), 88.2% and 84.6% respectively, based on
data collected by Coopers and Lybrand and updated by the authors (see
Garcia-Swartz et al., 2006b, p 214). The same data source indicates that bank
fees account for 15.6%, 93.0% and 89.4% of merchants’ total costs associated
with accepting payment by cash, Visa or MasterCard credit card and signature
debit card respectively for electronics specialty stores.

A partial exception to this rule is the study by Bergman et al. (2007, p 12 and p 14),
which suggests that fees are a significant part of merchants’ costs not only for card
payments but also for cash (71.6% and 73.4% respectively). Even so, the study finds
that merchants’ private costs for card payments are greater than the entire social cost,
and that banks profit handsomely from the provision of card payments (with profits
that amount to 73% of the total economy-wide costs of card payments), whilst they
make losses on the provision of cash payments.
Overall, therefore, it appears that even though the largest portion of economy-wide
costs of all three payment methods stems from the activities performed by the banks,
these costs are recovered from merchants (and partly consumers) to a far greater
extent in the case of card payments than cash payments. This means that merchants
and consumers are not exposed to the full cost of cash payments, and that in particular
the cost of distributing cash to the public is not reflected in charges to cash users (see
Guibourg and Segendorf, 2004).
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3 The reasons for the enduring popularity of cash
Considering the economy-wide costs of different payment methods, and the cost
savings that could be reaped for the economy as a whole by moving from cash to
cashless payments for some transactions, one must ask why cash is used for payments
where cashless payments would be cheaper.
Are there, perhaps, special benefits to using cash that are unaccounted for in the
existing cost-based studies? This is unlikely, since the benefits of ‘convenience’ and
‘ease of use’ typically cited in favour of cash are reflected in any proper cost measure
that incorporates a monetised value of the time needed to effect the payment.
Similarly, the cost of payment systems to merchants should reflect the cost of dealing
with cash payments from a bookkeeping or accounting perspective, so that the
potential benefits of a closer integration of card payments with accounting systems
would be reflected in lower costs of card payments. Put differently, these benefits are
a relative absence of costs that a cost-based approach should already capture. This is
not to say that all benefits of cash are fully reflected in monetary or monetaryequivalent cost measures, but that those that are not appear to be small.14
A more plausible explanation for the use of cash for purchases where other payment
methods would be cheaper overall is that it is not the economy-wide cost that drives
payment system choices, but only that part of it borne by those who do the choosing.
The decisions of customers about how they want to pay, the decision of merchants
about what payment methods to accept (and whether, and to what extent to steer
customers towards using one or the other), and the decisions of banks to promote
specific payment methods – all of which are inter-related and determine the ultimate
payment mix in the economy – are based on the costs (and benefits) faced by the
individual stakeholders concerned, which include transfers between them that cancel
out when calculating the economy-wide cost.
We therefore need to look at potential distortions from the differences in the
allocation of costs across stakeholders that we have identified in the previous section.
We also need to look in more detail at the transparency of the costs of different
payment instruments to individual stakeholders, as this might also affect their
payment method choice. Last but not least, beyond direct cost considerations, the

14

For example, the benefit of cash being anonymous and not leaving a trail of economic activity is not
reflected in any cost measure – but this benefit at the same time gives rise to a cost in terms of the
shadow economy (see below). Similarly, the potential benefits of cash in terms of monitoring expenditure
are not reflected in cost measures, but it is not clear how large these benefits are (see von Kalckreuth et al.,
2011). Moreover, it is worth emphasising that that benefits to one group of users are often associated
with higher costs for another group of stakeholders, and that optimal provision of payment services
would require an equality of marginal benefits and marginal costs. For example, a denser ATM network
for the distribution of cash makes cash more convenient for customers as the time and shoe leather cost
of making withdrawals is reduced, but increases the cost for the banking network. Economic efficiency
would require that banks invest up to the point at which the marginal cost of increasing the density of
ATM networks equals the marginal benefit for consumers in terms of reduced cost. This means that any
divergence between marginal benefits and costs for a particular payment system would in itself indicate
inefficient payment service provision.
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attitudes and habits of customers and merchants also play a role and affect the actual
use of payment methods.

3.1 Comparing optimal choices on the basis of economy-wide costs
and private costs incurred by stakeholders
As we have seen above, payment methods differ in the way costs arise and are
redistributed across different stakeholders, and transfers (bank fees) have the effect of
shifting a greater proportion of the costs associated with card payments away from
banks and onto merchants. This can be expected to make merchants reluctant to
promote or even accept card payments, and prefer cash payments for transactions
where doing so is not cost-minimising in total across all parties.
An obvious way to see this is to compare the transaction sizes at which it becomes
cheaper to use cards than cash for the economy as a whole (see Table 3) with the
cross-over values calculated for merchants (where it is possible to undertake this
calculation).15
Bergman et al. (2007) report that for consumers there is a clear incentive to over-use
credit cards and under-use debit cards relative to what would be socially efficient,
whereas merchants’ incentives are fairly well aligned with what would be socially
optimal, but strongly misaligned in relation to credit card acceptance. Table 4
summarises the crucial transaction sizes at which cash becomes more expensive than
a debit or credit card from the perspectives of the economy as a whole, merchants and
consumers as reported in Bergman et al. (2007).16
Table 4: Private and social cross-over transaction values based on data from
Sweden
Cross-over value (SEK) from cash to …
debit card

credit card

Based on economy-wide
costs

71

157

Consumers

125

40

Merchants

89

2,269

Source: Bergman et al. (2007), p 20;

Given that banks, for their part, seem to be making a profit on card transactions, but a
loss on cash transactions, they clearly prefer card payments for any transaction size.

15

Note that doing so in a meaningful way requires information about the marginal cost of transactions
from the perspective of the merchant.
16

It is worth emphasising that these critical transaction values represent the purchase value at which the
average retailer or the average consumer would prefer to accept cards rather than cash. In practice, the
calculation could vary significantly across merchant sectors and consumer types.
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Minsch et al. (2007) similarly calculate the purchase value at which it becomes cheaper
for the (average) merchant to take payment by debit card at CHF 79, which is
significantly above the value of CHF 12.10 at which debit cards become the cheaper
form of payment based on economy-wide costs. The authors note that this value is
close to the average debit card transaction value of CHF 85. This, together with the
relatively low number of POS terminals in Switzerland, might suggest that merchants
are in the driving seat in terms of choice of payment method.
By contrast, looking at the incentives of customers in Sweden to over-use credit cards
and under-use debit cards in combination with the strong incentives for merchants
not to accept credit cards, Bergman et al. (2007, fn 38) note that in ‘Sweden, terminal
density is high … This suggests that the vast majority of merchants do not try to
influence the customer’s choice by making card payments difficult. The large
misalignment between merchants’ incentives and the relative social costs of credit
card payments may, however, explain the conflicts of interest manifested through the
years between banks and the retail sector as regards fees for card payments.’
The Dutch and the Belgian studies provide information on the marginal cost of the
various payment instruments for merchants, but excluding transfers. Using this data
we have produced the cross-over transaction values at which cash becomes more
expensive than debit card and credit card payments respectively if one were to take
account of the costs incurred by merchants excluding any of the fee payments that
lead to a redistribution of bank costs to merchants. The results from this analysis are
presented in Table 5 and Table 6 below.
Table 5: Social cross-over transaction values based on data from the Netherlands
Cross-over value (€) from cash to …
debit card

credit card

Based on total economywide costs

€11.65

€156.94

Based on merchants’
share of economy-wide
costs

€22.94

€20.53

Source: De Nederlandsche Bank (2004); own analysis.

Table 6: Social cross-over transaction values based on data from Belgium
Cross-over value (€) from cash to …
debit card

credit card

Based on total economywide costs

€10.23

€60.67

Based on merchants’
share of economy-wide
costs

€2.76

€115.92

Source: Banque Nationale de Belgique (2005); own calculations
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The analysis of merchants’ private costs including transfers showed that cross-over
values from cash to card payments are always higher than the social cross-over values.
Excluding transfers, this is no longer the case.
Although the analysis of the Dutch and Belgian data does not provide a consistent
picture, it would appear that excluding fee payments merchants can sometimes have a
preference for card payments even for transaction values where cash should be used
on the basis of of total economy-wide costs (although the latter ignore the cost to
consumers, which means that this result is not robust). Nevertheless, it is clear that the
pricing of cards and cash payments to merchants is of crucial importance in
determining merchants’ perceptions of relative costs of different payment
instruments.
Whilst most of the studies have considered the costs of payment instruments for the
merchant sector as a whole, in reality different merchants face potentially great
differences in costs and benefits, and pay different shares of the total costs associated
with different payment instruments.
The Dutch study, for example, confirmed that there are significant differences between
general retailers, the hotels and catering sector, and petrol stations in terms of
payment system mix, average transaction size and marginal costs (see Table 7). This
means that different merchants may perceive the relative merits of cash and cards very
differently.
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Table 7: Different cost figures in different retail sectors
RETAIL TRADE

Cash

Debit card

Credit card

Number of transactions (millions)

4,282

786

25

Average transaction amount (euro)

9.85

41.73

93.70

Costs per transaction (euro)

0.267

0.453

3.544

Costs/sales (%/100)

0.0271

0.0109

0.0378

Cost of 1 additional transaction (euro)

0.1166

0.1885

0.8200

Cost of EUR 1 additional sales (%/100)

0.0061

0.00015

0.0028

580

25

10

Average transaction amount (euro)

12.45

64.35

119.83

Costs per transaction (euro)

0.619

0.756

3.620

Costs/sales (%/100)

0.0497

0.0117

0.0302

Cost of 1 additional transaction (euro)

0.1166

0.3160

0.8000

Cost of EUR 1 additional sales (%/100)

0.0101

0.00012

0.0029

124

90

7

Average transaction amount (euro)

15.00

36.00

35.00

Costs per transaction (euro)

0.585

0.743

3.729

Costs/sales (%/100)

0.0390

0.0206

0.1065

Cost of 1 additional transaction (euro)

0.1476

0.2000

0.7857

Cost of EUR 1 additional sales (%/100)

0.0072

0.00019

0.0073

HOTELS AND CATERING
Number of transactions (millions)

GAS STATIONS
Number of transactions (millions)

Source: De Nederlandsche Bank (2004)

AT Kearney and Schneider (2010, p 13) report that cash handling costs are substantial
for merchants, with robbery and counterfeit being issues of concern for petrol stations,
cafes, fast food restaurants and taxis, and time for cash handling being cumbersome
for cinemas, theatres, concert houses and petrol stations, where retailers can spend
more than an hour per day on managing cash (preparing registers, depositing and
withdrawing cash, and having change available). They also report that cash handling
costs vary substantially across retailers, accounting for 0.3-0.5% of sales for large
retailers and 2-3% for operators of vending machines.
A recent study by EIM (2011) confirms potentially large differences in the cost of
accepting payments for different merchant types (and across payment systems).
Figure 12 shows that the total cost of accepting payments for merchants varies from
0.77% of sales for petrol stations to 2.87% of sales for mobile traders, and that the
variation is even greater for different payment methods. The data collected by EIM
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also show that PIN-debit is the most cost efficient payment method from the
merchant’s perspective, regardless of sector.
Figure 12: Cost as a proportion of sales for different payment methods and
different merchant sectors

Source: EIM (2011), Table 21

However, given the underlying heterogeneity, it is not surprising that merchant
acceptance of cards varies considerably across sectors and with merchant size (as data
from the Portuguese study confirms).17 Differences in acceptance levels partly reflect,
and partly are reflected in, statistics about average transaction sizes, making it
potentially difficult to disentangle cause and effect – but it is clear that looking at the
‘average merchant’ is very misleading – and perhaps more so than looking at the
‘average’ customer or the ‘average’ bank.

3.2 Differences in cost transparency
As we have noted above, payment system users are not always facing the cost of their
payment method choices, in particular in relation to cash. For example, the costs of
operating an ATM network that provides customers with cash for making payments
are often not recovered from ATM users, but are borne by all customers through
higher fees on other banking services, which would have the effect of making cash
appear to be cheaper to use than it actually is.18
An additional reason why cash is often erroneously believed to be a cheap and
efficient payment method, and as a consequence is used too widely, is that its true
costs are not very transparent. Many of them are hidden from the user, and recovered
through cross-subsidies. This distorts the incentives facing banks, retailers and
consumers, pushing them away from choosing the most cost-efficient way of paying.
17

Banco de Portugal (2007) table III.9, p. 93 shows that only 11% of small retailers accept credit cards. For
merchants with one employee 91.5% of transactions are made in cash whereas for merchants with more
than 20 employees the share of cash transactions is 71.6%.
18

This is true even in cases where customers pay for withdrawals from ATMs unless the fees paid properly
reflect the underlying costs.
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The merchant’s perspective

Looking at costs from the merchant’s perspective, it would seem that card payments
have a substantially higher proportion of costs that are clearly visible and strongly
linked to the payment function.
In Annex B we assign a transparency score to the various components of merchant
costs reported in the various studies. Although the categorisation of merchant costs
differs across the studies, a consistent picture emerges to suggest that the share of
merchant costs that are highly transparent is substantially higher for card payments
than for cash payments, which may result in merchants underestimating the cost of
taking cash relative to the cost of being paid by card. In particular, highly transparent
bank charges and fees account for a higher proportion of the costs incurred by
merchants for accepting card payments, whilst the largest share of costs for cash
payments falls on categories that are less transparent, such as back-office and cash
handling costs (cashing up, preparing cash registers, depositing cash), costs associated
with theft, counterfeit and fraud, and lost interest income. Indeed EIM (2011) note that
many merchants may not perceive front and back office costs and the costs associated
with cash in transit as costs associated with accepting payments, but as a general cost
of doing business.19 Thus, merchants may underestimate the cost of taking cash
relative to the cost of being paid by card.
3.2.2

The consumer’s perspective

If cost transparency is an issue from the merchant’s perspective, it is an even greater
concern as far as customers are concerned. Certainly for cash, most of the costs
incurred by customers are implicit – e.g. the opportunity cost of time spent at the
check-out or taken to withdraw cash from an ATM, the interest lost on cash holdings
and the cost associated with the risk of loss and theft – and even where the customer
is charged (e.g. accounting fees or ATM charges), these charges are often not closely
linked to the number and value of payments. In any case, payment-related fees are
not generally charged, and therefore most of the costs to consumers fall into the
category that Brits and Winder (2005, p 11) label as ‘invisible’ (in contrast to the ‘visible’
cost associated with direct fee payments).
Indeed, the fact that consumer costs are difficult to measure and are for this very
reason excluded from a large proportion of studies (see Table 8) is in itself a clear
indication of the fact that many consumer costs are largely hidden and may therefore
not have a strong influence on behaviour. It is very clearly the case that consumers
lack strong and reliable price signals that would guide them towards choosing the
most cost-efficient payment method (see, for example, the discussion in Guibourg and
Segendorf, 2004 or de Grauwe et al., 2006). Tarkala and Viren (2008, p 23) state that
‘[c]ash is usually perceived to be cheap or cost-free … In Finland, the costs of cash are
currently wrapped into service or payment packages that depend on the type of
account or client properties … Likewise costs of cards are paid indirectly either by the
merchant for transaction fees or commission, while the card owner usually pays only
the annual fee to the card issuer.’
19

EIM (2011), p.18
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3.3 Payment habits and attitudes
There is indeed evidence to suggest that consumers’ choice of payment method is not
purely (or even mainly) driven by considerations of costs and benefits, but affected to
a large extent by habits and attitudes.
Bergman et al. (2007) consider consumer behaviour on the basis of data from a
telephone survey commissioned by the Swedish Riksbank in 2006. The individuals
were asked to report the size of their last purchase at the point of sale and whether
they had paid with cash or with a payment card for this transaction, and this
information was used to estimate econometrically the probability that a customer
would pay with a card depending on a range of socio-demographic variables (age,
income, educational level etc.) and the value of the purchase. The authors found that
the probability of card use was negatively linked to age, and positively linked to
educational level in addition to being dependent on the value of the purchase.20 This
means that younger customers are much more likely to pay by card (for example, a 20
year old man is always more likely to pay by card than with cash), and better education
increases the likelihood of card payments.
Tarkala and Viren (2008, p 17 ff.) report that cash is more commonly used among the
elderly, and also amongst youngsters (though in the latter case this may simply reflect
lack of access to a card). A survey commissioned by the Bank of Finland suggests that
costs have less of an influence on the choice of payment method by consumers than
the perceived benefits, mostly in terms of convenience – although many of the
reasons for using cards instead of cash as the most common personal payment
method relate to what might be considered to be the implicit cost of cash usage (e.g.
‘Cash usage is more troublesome (eg taking back change)’ – the most frequently given
reason for preferring cards, followed by ‘Withdrawal of cash from ATMs and banks is
troublesome’).
Moreover, consumers may not give much thought to their choice of payment
instrument and therefore have a tendency to stick with a particular method of paying
despite there being good reasons to change to another payment instrument.

3.4 Cash and illegal transactions
Last but not least, the enduring popularity of cash may to some extent be explained
with reference to one of the benefits of cash use that is not reflected in its cost, namely
the anonymity it provides to transactions. Cash transactions generally do not leave a
trace, which makes it difficult to estimate the value and number of (legitimate) cash
transactions, as discussed above (see Box 2), but which is a major advantage when it
comes to trying to hide economic activity from the authorities, or to engage in illegal
activities. Feige (2009), for example, notes that despite ’financial innovation that has
created important new substitutes for cash usage, U.S. per capita currency holdings
now amount to $2700. American households and businesses admit to holding only 15
percent of the stock of currency outside of the banking system.’ In trying to establish
the underlying reasons, he finds that a significant proportion of cash holdings are
20

Other socio-demographic variables did not have a statistically significant impact.
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supporting illegal or unreported economic activities, creating unreported income of
around $2 trillion in 2008.
The relationship between cash and unreported economic activity is discussed in more
detail in the next section.
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4 The shadow economy and cash usage
The so-called ‘shadow economy’ – defined by Schneider (2005) as ’all market-based
legal production of goods and services that are deliberately concealed from public
authorities (i) to avoid tax payments; (ii) to avoid complying with certain administrative
procedures‘ – relies on payments for good or services not being traceable. Cash fits
the bill perfectly, supporting transactions in an entirely anonymous manner. In
general terms, one would therefore expect a positive relationship between the level of
cash usage in an economy and the size of the shadow economy.
Indeed, as noted above, the large gap between the amount of cash withdrawn from
ATMs and branches in Norway and the value of cash purchases has led to suggestions
that the use of cash for hoarding and illegal activities might warrant further analysis
(see Box 2), and the link between the level of cash usage and the size of the shadow
economy has been used as an indicator to estimate the scale of unreported activity.
Schneider (2005), for example, uses a sophisticated Dynamic Multiple-Indicators
Multiple-Causes approach to derive the size of the shadow economy from linking
variables that are likely to be the causes of unreported economic activity (e.g. a higher
share of direct and indirect taxation, social security payments etc.) to variables that are
likely to be affected by the size of the shadow economy such as unemployment,
average working time per hour, and – most importantly – changes in cash circulation.
Figure 13, reproducing Figure 2 in AT Kearney and Schneider (2010), shows that a
greater use of electronic transactions – which implies a smaller share of cash
transactions – is linked with a smaller shadow economy.
Figure 13: The link between cash usage and the shadow economy

Source: AT Kearney and Schneider (2010)

Recent estimates by Schneider et al. (2010) show that the size of the shadow economy
remains substantial in many countries across the world, and that it accounts for more
than 10% of GDP even in high-income countries, with significant variations. For
example Greece’s shadow economy is above the average for high-income OECD
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countries and is closer to the average for developing countries (26.5% of GDP in 2007
compared to the average of 13.4% for 25 high-income countries).21
Hence the shadow economy remains significant even in many high-income countries.
Therefore the cost of the shadow economy in terms of lost tax revenues is a problem
for most governments. Given the current budgetary problems of many high-income
countries tackling the shadow economy may help raise some much needed tax
revenues. Moreover, there are additional economic costs associated with unreported
or underreported economic activity:

•

First, shadow economy activity takes place outside of the scope of regulatory
scrutiny, which may be an important factor in areas such as construction,
where unreported activity does not necessarily comply with safety standards
(and avoiding compliance may be one of the primary drivers of unreported
activity).

•

More generally, participants in such activity may often not have recourse to the
normal protection of the law, e.g. in relation to being entitled to return faulty
or damaged goods, or benefit from warranties and guarantees for work
undertaken.

AT Kearney and Schneider (2009, p 4) identify the following drivers of the shadow
economy:

•

Savings. Unreported economic activities such as unreported employment and
sales enable participants to avoid paying tax on those activities. Therefore
they are able to make substantial tax savings by hiding their employment and
wages as well as underreporting sales.

•

Lack of a “guilty conscience”. Where the size of the shadow economy is large
in a country, hiding activities from the government may be seen as the norm.

•

Ease of participation. Cash payments make participation in shadow economy
activities easier because of the anonymity of cash and the difficulty of tracing
cash payments.

•

Low risk of detection. Given that participation in the shadow economy is
illegal, a high risk of detection is likely to deter people from participating in the
shadow economy at the margin. On the other hand if people believe that
there is a low risk of detection then they are more likely to participate.

Given the driving factors 3 and 4 above a reduction in cash usage is likely to lead to a
reduction in the size of the shadow economy. To the extent that it may become easier
to detect illegal or unreported activity if the prevalence of cash use in an economy
were to fall and be limited to smaller transactions, there would be additional benefits
from the replacement of cash with non-cash payments that go beyond the direct cost
savings identified above. For example, both withdrawing high-value notes from
circulation and limiting the amount of individual cash withdrawals would both
increase some friction in the operation of the black economy, and possibly discourage
21

Schneider et al., p 25 table 3.3.4.
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some shadow economy transactions at the margin. Reducing the prevalence of cash
use might make it more difficult to sustain unreported activities, therefore reducing
the ease of participation (driving force 3) and increasing the risk of detection (driving
force 4), with the result that at least some of the shadow economy transaction might
migrate to the official economy. According to AT Kearney and Schneider (2010, p 8),
’increasing electronic payments by 10% can lead to a decline in the size of the shadow
economy by up to 5%.’
AT Kearney and Schneider (2009, p 12) provide a number of examples of how
promoting the use of electronic payments can be used to combat the shadow
economy. As Figure 14 shows, encouraging the replacement of cash payments with
non-cash, electronic payments, is at the core of a number of strategies to reduce the
size of the shadow economy.
Figure 14: Proposed measures to encourage electronic payments to reduce the
size of the shadow economy

Source: AT Kearney and Schneider (2009)

However, as AT Kearney and Scheider (2010, p 8) note, strategies that aim at
promoting cash replacement have been used predominantly in countries such as
Mexico, Colombia, Argentina and South Korea. By contrast, although ’Europe seems to
be waking up to the ways that electronic payments can combat the shadow economy
… most [measures] are limited in scope and primarily depend on strict controls and
penalties for enforcement… In 2010, Italy introduced compulsory electronic payment
for business-to-business transactions of more than €5,000. France and Turkey have
similar limits on cash transactions. Greece mandated receipts for corner stores, taxi
cabs and other traditionally cash-only businesses in 2010, and is planning to require
electronic payment for amounts above €1,500.’
Promoting cash replacement in order to reduce the size of the shadow economy
should be an attractive proposition because it not only reduces the economic cost of
unreported or under-reported economic activity, but will also produce savings on
payment systems costs. In this regard, it is interesting to note that a higher prevalence
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of cash payments is not just an indicator of under-reporting, but also a consequence of
the shadow economy. De Grauwe et al. (2006) use the estimates of the size of the
shadow economy produced in Schneider (2005) in an attempt to explain differences in
the prevalence of card and cash use across 13 European countries, and find that the
ratio of the shadow economy to the regular economy has a strong and negative
impact on the choice of a debit card payment relative to a cash payment. The
interesting fact here is that the size of the shadow economy appears to affect the
choice of payment system for legitimate transactions because in economies with a
larger shadow component merchants are less likely to accept card payments and more
disposed towards cash payments.
This means that a reduction in the shadow economy should lead to a substitution of
costly cash payments with cheaper non-cash payments, and thus to substantial
resource cost savings in the payment system in addition to an increase in government
revenues. De Grauwe et al. estimate that halving the size of the shadow economy in
Belgium and the Netherlands would lead to a resource cost savings of €40 million or
2.3% in Belgium and €52million or 2.0% in the Netherlands.22 They extrapolate these
figures to the euro area level. From this analysis they find that resource cost savings of
€636 million i.e. 0.09% of Eurozone GDP could be made from a fifty per cent reduction
in the shadow economy. Therefore the gains from a reduction in the shadow
economy in terms of the resource costs of the payment system are substantial.
However these results only represent a small fraction of the gains that can be expected
from a reduction in the size of the shadow economy, as they do not take into
consideration the gains associated with an increase in tax revenues.

22

De Grauwe et al, p 88, table 3.4.
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5 Facilitating the move towards a less-cash society
Research into the economy-wide costs of different payment systems suggests that
cash is a relatively costly payment instrument and is cost-efficient only for small
purchase values. For transactions worth more than around €10 the use of debit cards
is preferable, and for larger purchases even credit cards (which provide additional
benefits to customers) are cheaper than cash.
Evidence also suggests that the relative cost-inefficiency of cash is not reflected in
actual usage. Despite a trend towards an increased use of non-cash payments – which
may partly be driven by changing demographics – cash is still used more widely than it
should be, and as a result the costs of making payments are higher than they could be.
A variety of factors may explain this behaviour:

•

Payment method choices are made by banks (in terms of investing in the
infrastructure to support particular payment instruments and determining the
fees faced by merchants and consumers), merchants (in terms of whether to
accept particular payment instruments whether to try to steer customers
towards the use of one or other), and consumers, who ultimately decide which
of the payment instruments accepted by a merchant they want to use when
making a purchase. They are made on the basis of the private costs incurred
by these parties, not the total economy-wide costs that are relevant when
assessing the relative cost-effectiveness of payment instruments from the
perspective of the economy as a whole.

•

The relative costs of different payment instruments perceived by banks,
merchants and customers do not necessarily reflect the relative economy-wide
costs. In particular, cards seem to be relatively more expensive for merchants
than for the economy as a whole, which reduces merchants’ incentives to
accept cards and promote card payments below what it should be.

•

Customers are generally not faced with the full cost of distributing cash, and
the costs they incur may often be hidden and non-transparent. This leads to
the erroneous belief that cash is a very cheap, if not completely free, method of
payment.

•

Established habits and dispositions towards particular ways of paying may be
more important in customers’ choice of payment method than a comparison
of costs.

•

There is a relationship between the extent of the shadow economy and the
prevalence of cash usage as cash is a major enabler of unreported or underreported economic activity, and a higher level of unreported economic activity
in turn increases the use of cash for legitimate transactions.

Given these reasons, and the potentially sizeable benefits from replacing costly
payments with more cost-efficient ones (or at least speeding up this process to the
extent that it would occur naturally anyway), the question is how this can be achieved.
An obvious answer is that the distortion in incentives faced by those who determine
how payments are made needs to be reduced. This can be done in a number of ways:

•

changing to a pricing regime that is more reflective of the underlying resource
costs and thus sends clearer signals to payment system users;
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increasing the transparency of specific cost components, and increasing
awareness of non-monetary costs; or

•

removing the degree of asymmetry in non-monetary costs across different
payment methods.
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In relation to pricing, It would seem to be desirable for banks to move from a pricing
regime that hides some of the costs incurred in providing particular payment services
from users. The fact that consumers by and large are not contributing to the cost of
distributing cash is potentially one of the largest factor responsible for distorted
pricing signals.23 Even though convenience is an important factor in determining
payment system choice, consumers do respond to changes in relative prices, as shown
by de Grauwe et al. (2006). 24 Of course, one has to take a pragmatic view and
acknowledge that there are limits to the extent to which prices could ever be set in a
manner that matches the textbook case of fully efficient marginal cost pricing
(potentially combined with fixed fees to account for fixed costs), but there would seem
to be scope for improvement compared with the current pricing of payment services.
One has also to acknowledge that a change of pricing models may not take place
without some co-ordination, as individual banks may find it difficult to change their
pricing structure in isolation. Even though it may be more efficient to charge
customers for the use of ATMs, any bank that attempted to do so, independently of
other banks, may find itself losing market share quite rapidly as it would seem to try
and charge customers for getting hold of ‘their’ money.
Beyond pricing – which would improve the way in which the costs incurred by one
group of stakeholders in providing payment services are being signalled to other
stakeholders in the payment system – it would seem to be desirable to increase the
transparency of non-monetary cost components, which may have a reduced impact
on payment system choice. This would, for example, include increasing awareness of
the cost of time taken to obtain cash for consumers, and lost interest income as well as
average loss due to theft/loss and incorrect change at the till, the back-office costs for
merchants associated with handling cash, and the cost of lost interest income and the
risk of loss and theft.
In addition, it may be appropriate to remove the strong asymmetries in relation to
such less transparent cost components, and to increase for example the convenience
of paying by card to the level that matches the convenience of paying by cash.
Increasing the number of POS terminals would seem to be a way of providing greater
incentives for using cards at a greater number of merchants for a greater number of
transactions. However, this too may require some co-ordination because of the
underlying cost structure and the fact that merchants and banks may be unwilling to
invest in rolling out infrastructure whose costs are largely fixed unless they can be
23

See van Hove (2004) for a discussion of cost-based pricing.

24

More specifically, de Grauwe at al. (2006) estimate a discrete choice model of payment method use,
using variables that reflect pricing (such as the pricing of debit cards, or the pricing of ATM withdrawals)
as well as convenience (such as the number of POS terminals per merchant, in order to explain the
difference in the ratio of debit card to cash transactions across a number of European countries. This
shows that pricing variables affect the choice of payment method.
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reasonably certain that customers will make use of these new terminals as otherwise
the expected cost savings will not materialise. Consumers, on the other hand, may not
change their payment habits without ready access to a large base of POS terminals.
Dealing with this chicken-and-egg problem requires either that merchant/bank
incentives and customer incentives are co-ordinated, or that banks or merchants are
prepared to take the risk associated with infrastructure investment (that is largely sunk,
i.e. cannot be reversed even if the expected use fails to materialise), which in turn
requires that they be allowed to earn a reasonable return on such investments. The
failure of many e-Purse schemes, which meant that merchants and banks had to write
off substantial investments, is a case in point here.
Acknowledging that a move towards cost-based pricing may be difficult to achieve,
van Hove (2009, 2010) proposes a number of ‘nudges’ that might influence customer
behaviour when it comes to choosing a payment method. For example:

•

policy makers might move towards making electronic payment instruments
the default legal tender;

•

central banks might consider making cash payments less convenient, e.g. by
withdrawing high-value notes from circulation (or stipulate that such notes
can only be obtained from bank branches rather than ATMs, reducing the
attractiveness of cash for large-value shadow economy transactions);

•

commercial banks might lower the default or maximum amounts for ATM cash
withdrawals, and/or reduce the number of ATMs;

•

merchants might increase the visibility of POS terminals, train shop assistants
to inform customers that card payment is possible and increase the number of
"card payments only"-check outs.

Some of these nudges may have to be considered more carefully – for example, the
analysis by McKinsey (2008) suggests that reducing the number of ATMs might be
counter-productive because it might reduce the incentives for customers to carry bank
cards that can also be used at the point of sale, thus reducing the number of card
transactions.25 Nevertheless, these nudges generally tend to work towards aligning
incentives of consumers with those of a policy maker interested in minimising the cost
of payments. Van Hove (2009) provides an indication of how effective these nudges
can be (see Box 8).

25

McKinsey 2008 pp. 16 and 17.
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Box 8: The Dutch campaign for the promotion of debit cards
The following is a quote from van Hove (2009, p 22 ff.)
In May 2007, Currence, the [bank owned] product owner of the Dutch PIN debit card and the Chipknip epurse, launched a promotional campaign to stimulate consumers to use their debit card for small
purchases as well. The main slogan was 'Klein bedrag? PINnen mag!'. Translated literally: 'Small amount?
Debit allowed!' (it sounds much better - and rhymes - in Dutch). Gradually a number of large supermarkets
and store chains joined in, and September 2008 saw the kick-off of a large-scale joint campaign - with the
same message - by Currence, Centraal Bureau Levensmiddelenhandel (the Dutch professional federation
for food retail) and the Stichting Bevorderen Efficiënt Betalen (Foundation to Stimulate Efficient Payments).
All Dutch supermarkets were involved and the campaign was centered on a TV commercial and
simultaneous in-store promotion. Buttons, stickers, posters etc. all carried the slogan already mentioned or
variants such as 'Liever PIN dan contant' ('We prefer PIN over cash'). Special attention was also devoted to
reminders that customers would see just prior to and at the moment of making a payment: the slogans
appeared on so-called 'beurtbalkjes' (supermarket checkout item separators) and even on small cards
mounted on the POS terminal itself. There was also an educational campaign to inform supermarket
personnel about the goal and background of the campaign, and several chains offered prizes for the
branch that achieved the biggest increase in debit card payments. Interestingly, the educational video and
leaflets encourage cashiers to actively - but in a friendly manner - stimulate consumers to use their debit
card. The suggested comment was: "U mag ook PINnen, hoor ..." - in English: 'Feel free to pay by debit card'.
Figures show that the campaign has had the intended impact. In September 2008, the month in which the
campaign was the most intense, the number of PIN transactions in supermarkets increased by 14.7% yearon-year vs. only 9.1% elsewhere. The effect was particularly marked for transactions below EUR 10, which again compared to September 2007 - jumped by 28.5% in supermarkets. This said, the number of low-value
PIN transactions also increased by 22.2% in the other segments, which indicates that the campaign may
have had spill-over effects. As a matter of fact, in October the year-on-year growth in the number of PIN
transactions of less than EUR 10 was more pronounced in the other segments (+25.1%) than in
supermarkets (+21.8%).

Similarly, AT Kearney and Schneider (2010, p 12) argue for measures that discourage
cash circulation, pointing out that typically the absence of ATM fees could be
perceived as a clear sign in favour of cash, and stating that ’more transparency about
the true cost of cash can help discourage cash usage and change the common
perception that cash is ‘free’ and efficient payment means.’
With all of these measures, it is important to take account of differences between
countries and between merchant sectors. A ‘one-size-fits-all’ policy is unlikely to be
appropriate. Both the benefits from replacing cash with non-cash transactions, and
the best way to achieve such a migration, will depend strongly on the specific
economic characteristics of the national payment sector, and what might be suitable
for Scandinavian countries with their already high density of POS terminals and their
high share of card use might not at all benefit other countries in which cash use is
much more prevalent and the infrastructure necessary to support more card-based
transactions is currently lacking: infrastructure builders may not benefit from trying to
become cost busters (see Box 3).
In this sense, the findings presented in this paper should be taken as a guide to inform
the debate about the most appropriate course of action rather than a universally
applicable diagnosis of an underlying problem and a recommendation that is
guaranteed to provide the right cure. The studies that we have reviewed, and the
wide range of results they produce, highlight both the fact that there are substantial
differences across national markets, and the difficulties in establishing general
recommendations.
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Nevertheless, while the balance will need to be struck differently in different countries,
taking account of their distinctive institutional features, robust consensus exists that
the extent of cash use is excessive in the face of alternatives now available.
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Selected studies of the cost of payments

The following table provides a brief overview of the studies we have considered, with a
fuller description following in the remainder of this annex.
Table 8: Overview of studies considered
Country, year
Source

Sweden, 2002

Study includes
Government

Distinction
between
fixed and
variable
cost?

Central
bank

Retail
banks

Merchants

Consumers



























See Bergman et al.
(2007)
Netherlands, 2002
See De
Nederlandsche Bank
(2004); Brits and
Winder (2005)
Belgium, 2003
See Banque Nationale
de Belgique (2005)


Portugal, 2005
See National Banco
de Portugal (2007)
Australia, 2005/6















()*

























See Reserve Bank of
Australia (2007),
Schwartz et al. (2008)
Finland, 2005/6
See Takala and Viren
(2008)
Switzerland, 2006



See Minsch et al.
(2007), Aduno
Gruppe 2007
Norway, 2007
See Gresvik and
Haare (2008, 2009a,
2009b)
Hungary, 2009





See Magyar Nemzeti
Bank (2011)
* card fees only
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We are aware of a number of other studies that look at the costs incurred by individual
stakeholders, but including transfer payments (such as the Cost of Collection study
undertaken by the British Retail Consortium, or a study of the merchant cost of
accepting different forms of payment in Australia undertaken by PwC on behalf of
MasterCard), cover only particular types of retailers (such as the work undertaken by
Garcia-Swartz et al. 2006a, 2006b in the US), or aim to estimate overall cost functions
for payment methods (such as Humphrey et al. 2003, Valverde et al. 2008, though the
latter also looks at the balance of private costs and revenues). We have used this
research where appropriate in the main body of our paper, but not included
summaries in this Annex.

A.1 Sweden
Bergman et al. (2007) use data from a number of sources in order to estimate the social
and private costs of cash, debit and credit card payments in Sweden in 2002. Unlike
many other studies, the authors include the costs to consumers in their estimates,
using both an inventory-theoretic approach, which is based on the assumption that
customers minimise the opportunity cost of holding cash and the cost of making
withdrawals by choosing the optimal number of transactions, and a pure time-cost
approach which simply values the estimated time spent making withdrawals at the
same after-tax hourly wage that is used in order to estimate the cost to retailers
associated with the time required to complete a payment. They find that the second
approach yields a higher cost, which reflects the fact that the inventory-theoretic
approach ignores the perceived risk to customers of holding cash. The difference
between the two figures implies that consumers value this risk at up to 17.5% in
addition to the interest foregone.
Using the more conservative inventory-theoretic approach, which ignores the cost of
the perceived risk of holding cash, and includes only the shoe-leather cost of making
withdrawals in the estimate of social costs (as interest foregone is a cost to consumers,
but a revenue for the central bank), the authors find that the total costs of cash and
card payments for POS payments in Sweden amounted to approximately 0.4 per cent
of GDP in 2002. Cash is the most expensive payment system in terms of social costs
(with a cost of €0.50 at a typical transaction amount of around €18.02, i.e. around 2.8%
of purchase value), and debit card payments are the least costly (with a social cost of
€0.33 per transaction at a typical transaction value of €63.72, i.e. 0.5% of purchase
value).
Owing to the underlying cost structure, cash is more cost efficient than debit cards for
purchases worth less than €7.80, but actual behaviour suggests that the average
consumer will prefer cash well above this value threshold.
Table 9 below summarises the key figures from the Swedish study.
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Table 9: Key figures from the Swedish study
Cash

Debit

Credit

Total cost (million €)

6560

1560

350

Fixed costs (million €)

2624

1560

350

Costs that vary with transaction value (million €)

3936

Number of transactions (million)

1424

509

80

Value of purchases (million €)

235000

297000

68000

Average transaction value (€)

18.02

63.72

92.82

Cost per transaction (€)

0.50

0.33

0.48

0.0279

0.0052

0.0052

Cost per € turnover

Source: Bergman et al (2007). Data in the study was presented in SEK therefore these have been
converted in to Euros. The exchange rate used was the average of the quarterly SEK to Euro exchange
rate in the period January 2002 – January 2003. Data on the exchange rate is taken from:
http://www.oanda.com/currency/historical-rates/.

A.2 Netherlands
In 2003 the De Nederlandsche Bank undertook a survey of the costs associated with
point-of-sale (POS) payments in the Netherlands (De Nederlandsche Bank, 2004). The
survey covered cash, debit cards e-purse (so-called Chipknip) and credit cards. The
objective of the survey was to estimate the social costs of the most commonly used
POS payment instruments, which were defined as the as the sum of the costs incurred
by the relevant parties in the payment chain in the course of the payment process.
Transfers between the various parties (which would be reflected in private costs) were
disregarded, although they were seen to be an important factor when considering the
incentives facing the individual participants when deciding what payment method
they should use. Particular interest was paid to the analysis of what costs were fixed,
and what costs varied with the number of transactions or the value of transactions.
The survey was carried out by the DNB’s ‘Working Group on the Costs of POS Payment
Products’, comprising representatives of the Royal Dutch Mint KNM, the banks, Interpay,
credit card companies, the retail sector and consumers, who supplied the required data
and discussed the progress and the findings of the research project with the DNB
project team. Data relate to 2002. No attempt was made to quantify consumer costs
(e.g. time spent queueing, costs of obtaining cash from ATMs etc.)
Results from the survey were discussed and analysed further by Hans Brits and Carlo
Winder (Brits and Winder, 2005), and De Grauwe et al. (2007).
The study’s findings suggest that the overall costs associated with POS payments
amounts to 0.65% of GDP or, equivalently, €0.35 per transaction. Cash is more efficient
for transaction sizes below around €11.63, whilst debit cards are more economical for
larger transactions. The e-purse is the most cost efficient payment method for all
transaction sizes, although at present levels of usage unit costs are relatively high, and
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safety and convenience considerations suggest that the e-purse might not be the best
option for larger transactions once those benefits are taken into consideration.
Brits and Winder (2005) find that substantial savings can be made if instead of cash
usage the e-purse and, for larger amounts, by debit the debit card are used more
often, even ignoring potential gains from longer term ecoomies of scale and potential
downsizing of ATM networks that might be achieved beyond the time frame of 3-5
years considered in the analysis.
Table 10 below summarises the key figures from the DNB study.
Table 10: Key figures from the DNB study
Cash

Debit

Credit

Total cost (million €)

2122

520

165

Fixed costs (million €)

878

310

115

Costs that vary with the number of transactions
(million €)

789

203

37

Costs that vary with transaction value (million €)

455

7

13

Number of transactions (million)

7066

1069

46

Value of purchases (million €)

66263

47177

5300

Average transaction value (€)

9.38

44.13

115.22

Cost per transaction (€)

0.30

0.49

3.59

Source: De Nederlandsche Bank (2004)

A more recent study undertaken by EIM on behalf of the De Nederlandsche Bank and
other stakeholders (EIM, 2007) focuses on retailer costs, using a fairly detailed costing
methodology and drawing on data from previous research as well as telephone
interviews of retailers, hoteliers and restaurateurs, and a written survey of members of
the Raad Nederlandse Detailhandel, which represents large-scale retail businesses and
chain stores at a national and European level. The results of this study suggest that,
for the retailer, the cost of accepting cash have gone up, and the cost of accepting
debit cards have fallen from 2001 to 2006, leaving a gap of between 5 €cts between a
cash transaction (€0.21) and an equally large debit card transaction (€0.16).

A.3 Belgium
A study conducted by the Banque Nationale de Belgique considered the costs of the
payment incurred by stakeholders in Belgium in 2003 (Banque Nationale de Belgique,
2005). The study closely replicates the analysis made by the Dutch National Bank (De
Nederlandsche Bank, 2004). A complete list of internal (societal) costs of cash, debit
cards, credit cards and e-purse, when used at the POS for central bank, royal mint
issuers, acquirers, and merchants. The cost to consumers is excluded, as are transfers
between the different stakeholders (e.g. fees). However, consumer costs are
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considered when the authors compare the pros and cons of the payment instruments
using consumer survey results and representative opinions.
The information presented in this study is obtained from three surveys of stakeholders:
• a survey of financial institutions to obtain estimates of costs for the financial
sector i.e. the banks, the National Bank of Belgium and the Belgian Royal Mint;
• a survey of retailers to obtain data on the costs incurred by merchants at the
POS; and
• a survey of consumers to obtain information on the use of payment
instruments to quantify the frequency of payments.
Some costs were taken directly from those reported in the survey whereas others such
as the time costs were calculated using hourly labour costs. Data on the number of
electronic payments was easily available from “Banksys”, but data on the number of
cash transactions was not, and was therefore estimated on the basis of a consumer
survey (3600 telephone interviews) to quantify the frequency of payments.
The authors calculated the cost savings that could be expected to be achieved by
replacing more expensive payment instruments with less expensive instruments.
Replacing 750 million cash transactions with 250 million e-purse transactions
(averaging €5) and 500 million debit card transactions (averaging €20) gives a total
saving of about €58 million (0.02% of GDP). The authors note that this is only a modest
saving compared to the total cost of payments (0.74%) and that the only way to
achieve substantial savings would be to move to a cashless society.
Table 11 below summarises the key figures from the Belgian study.
Table 11: Key figures from the Belgian study
Cash

Debit

Credit

Total cost (million €)

2970

539

37

Fixed costs (million €)

776

181

73

Costs that vary with the number of transactions
(million €)

359

115

21

Costs that vary with transaction value (million €)

412

0

3

Number of transactions (million)

2970

539

37

Value of purchases (million €)

52185

29836

3656

Average transaction value (€)

17.57

49.79

98.81

Cost per transaction (€)

0.53

0.55

0.0303

0.0110

Cost per € turnover

2.62
0.0265

Source: Banque Nationale de Belgique (2005)
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A.4 Portugal
The Portuguese Central Bank (Banco de Portugal) led a study on the costs and benefits
of the Portuguese retail payment system to the banking sector in 2005, the results of
which were published in July 2007. The work was conducted by a the Steering
Committee and the Technical Working Group which consisted of members of the
Portuguese Central Bank and retail bank and card issuer representatives. In addition to
the research led by the Portuguese Central Bank the study considers the results of a
survey of consumers and small to medium-sized retailers in 2005 sponsored by Unicre.
There were three main parts to the published study: the first part evaluated the nature
of the payments system in Portugal and compared it to the payment systems in other
countries; the second part analysed the costs and revenues of the Portuguese retail
payment system to the banking sector; the third part of the study was an economic
and welfare analysis which considered the efficiency of the payment system for
consumers and retailers as well as banks and the benefits that could arise from moving
to a more efficient payment system.
The analysis of costs and revenues in payment systems looked at payment systems as
a whole in terms of costs and benefits for the banking sector. Retail payments were
defined as transactions of less than 100 thousand euros, whether carried out by
individuals or companies. The payment instruments included were: cash, cheques,
payment cards (credit and debit), credit transfers and direct debits. An activity based
costing analysis was used with a high level of interaction with stakeholders. The
results for cash and payment cards are presented in the table below. Banks revenues
exceeded costs for credit/charge card transactions and direct debits however for all
other payments banks had a net positive costs that were cross-subsidised by other
sources of income. For example banks incurred a net cost per cash transaction of
€1.77.
Table 12: Portuguese banking sector costs and revenues
Banking sector cost/revenues
Total cost (million €)
Total revenue (million €)
Number of transactions (million)

Cash

Debit

Credit

196

308

267

8

251

287

429

584

177

21488

10733

Value of purchases (million €)
Cost per transaction (€)

1.85

0.23

2.44

Revenue per transaction (€)

0.08

0.18

2.62

Net unit cost (€)

1.77

0.04

-0.18

Source: Banco de Portugal (2007).

The study also uses findings from 3 surveys to look at the use of payment instruments
in Portugal (the Unicre 2005 surveys which are complemented by the Portuguese
Central Bank’s survey of large retailers). The following points were covered in the
consumer survey:
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Choice of payment instruments and the variables that determined such use;
Preferences;
The image of payment instruments; and
Knowledge of the costs of cheques and cards, both debit and credit.

In addition to considering the use of payment instruments in Portugal part III of the
study also considered the benefits for consumers and banks deriving from the use of
more efficient payment instruments, first in terms of replacing branch counters with
ATMs for certain payment services, and second in terms of replacing less efficient
payment instruments with more efficient ones.
The study found that debit cards were accepted by 27% of retailers, and only Only 115
of the retailers covered accepted credit cards. Hence the findings suggest that there is
a relatively low rate of acceptance for electronic payment instruments and are
considerably lower than those in Belgium (93% accept debit cards in Belgium – 2005).
Data on purchase value show that cash is the most frequently used payment method
for low-value payments – 98% of transactions up to €50 are cash transactions. For
higher-value purchases cheques are the most frequently used (45.1%) method of
payment.
In terms of the total benefit from replacing cash payments with debit card payments
the study found that for transactions of less than €8 cash will be more cost efficient,
while for higher amounts, the use of debit cards leads to gains in terms of the total
costs of payment instruments.26 However, in Portugal cash payments accounted for
65% of transactions above €8, suggesting highly inefficient payment method choices.

A.5 Australia
A study conducted by the Reserve Bank of Australia on the costs of various payment
methods as part of its 2007-2008 review of the payments system reforms. The central
aim was to provide comprehensive estimates of the underlying resource costs
associated with different methods of payment. The study aimed at measuring the
long-run incremental resource cost of each payment method which includes the cost
of putting in place extra infrastructure (fixed costs in the short run) and the costs per
transaction. Given that the study aimed to estimate the resource cost to society
private costs, such as fees, which are pure transfers were not considered.
Data was collected directly from financial institutions, merchants and, for costs of
currency production, the Reserve Bank. In most cases data was collected in
standardised reporting forms, developed in conjunction with industry participants.

26

Given the unit cost of a deposit or withdrawal from a branch counter is €1.85 whereas the unit cost of a
debit card transaction is €0.23 therefore the ratio of cash unit costs to debit card unit costs is
approximately 8.0. However a cash withdrawal will most likely give rise to a number of cash payments
therefore if a cash withdrawal amounts to 8 cash transactions the cost per transaction of cash and debit
card will be equivalent. In 2005, the average value of withdrawals was €64.62 at the ATM, and taking this
figure as representative, for transactions of value below €8 (64.62/8), cash will be more cost efficient, while
for higher amounts, the use of debit cards leads to a gains in terms of the total costs of payment
instruments (see table III.22, p104).
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This study built on earlier work by the Reserve Bank and the Australian Competition
and Consumer Commission published in 2000 examining the costs incurred by
financial institutions in providing EFTPOS (Electronic funds transfer at point of sale)
and credit card transactions, and cash withdrawals through ATMs, but extended the
earlier work in a number of areas.
The study estimated the total annual cost of the payments system, excluding the costs
incurred by consumers, as €3.9 billion which is equivalent to 0.8% of GDP. The total
cost of the payment system increased to €4.8 billion when the costs incurred by
consumers were included. The largest share of the total costs is attributed to cash
payments. An analysis of fixed and variable costs showed that cash payments were
cheaper for transaction values less than €24.51 when compared to debit cards and
€69.85 when compared to credit card. The key figures from the ARB study is presented
in Table 13 below:
Table 13: Key figures from the RBA study
Cash

Debit

Credit

Total cost (million €)

4800

1400

2400

Fixed costs (million €) – First approach*

2707

1070

1663

Fixed costs (million €) – Second approach**

3467

1070

1663

Costs that vary with the number of transactions
(million €)

1029

330

573

Costs that vary with transaction value (million €) –
first approach*

1064

0

163.2

Costs that vary with transaction value (million €) –
second approach**

304

0

163.2

Number of transactions (million)

8000

1100

1200

Value of purchases (million €)

152000

80300

81600

Average transaction value (€)

11.64

44.73

41.66

Cost per transaction (€)

0.34

0.41

0.0316

0.0174

Cost per € turnover

0.74
0.0294

Source: RBA, 2007. The figures in the study were presented in AUS$ and have therefore been converted to
Euros in order to make them more comparable with other studies results. The exchange rate used was the
average of the quarterly exchange rate from 2007-2008. The exchange rate data was taken from:
http://www.oanda.com/currency/historical-rates/.
Two different approaches are used to estimate the costs of distributing cash which vary with the
transaction value that are incurred by financial institutions through providing ATM cash withdrawals:
* First approach: assume that the cost of supplying cash through ATMs is solely a function of the size of
the cash transaction.
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**Second approach: assume that all resource costs are spread equally across the eight payments that are,
on average, made with the cash withdrawn therefore costs do not vary with the transaction value.
Note: these costs would be somewhat higher if financial institution branch costs were included, as
financial institutions incur costs of accepting payment proceeds as deposits and in providing over-thecounter withdrawals.

A.6 Finland
In a Bank of Finland Research Discussion Papers 11/2008 Takala and Viren provide
some new evidence on the costs of the Finnish payment system in Finland in the years
2000-2006. They consider the costs of different payment media and the question of
efficiency of the means of payment. Takala and Viren consider the following three
issues:
1. The optimal payment medium for each individual payment (size, location,
EFTPOS etc.) which is not independent of the individual characteristics of the
payer and payee;
2. Costs effectiveness of payments for different institutions and sectors;
3. The social optimum for each payment medium.
The cash handling costs incurred by professional cash handlers (e.g. Bank of Finland
and CIT), banks and merchants were considered for years 2000-2005. The costs of cash
for consumers, such as transaction time were not considered because it was
considered to be difficult to estimate. The costs of cash incurred by the professional
cash handlers such as the Bank of Finland are based on their financial statements and
therefore are considered quite accurate. On the other hand, the banking sectors’
costs of cash handlings over-the-counter (only a fifth of cash is distributed through
bank branches) have been estimated likewise the retail sectors’ and private companies
cost of cash handling. Retailers (production) costs of cash are estimated by applying
the EU average share of the costs of cash incurred by merchants to the total cost of
cash estimates for Finland (even though these figures could slightly over-estimate the
cost of cash incurred by merchants in Finland because outsourcing of cash handling
operations is very large in Finland).
Costs of cards in the years 2000-20006 were calculated by means of card fees. The
following cards are considered: bank cards, combination cards, visa and EC/MC cards,
online debit cards and ATM cards.
Summing up the costs of cash and card payments in 2005 to derive the total cost of
cash and card payments, gives an estimated cost equivalent to 0.24% of Finnish GDP.
The costs of cash are estimated to be equivalent to 0.12% of GDP, which is very low
compared to many other countries in the Euro area. This result is mainly due to the
fact that the use of cash in Finland is among the lowest in the world and that cash
handling activities are largely outsourced to professional cash handlers therefore there
may be cost efficiency gains achieved by outsourcing such activities. However, one
must also bear in mind that the cost of cash incurred by consumers is not included in
this estimate.
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Table 14: 2005 total cost figures for Finland

Cash

All payment
cards

Total cost excluding consumers (million €)

187

63.6

Total cost including consumers (million €)

N/A

194.6

Source: Takala and Viren 2008 cost figures presented for the year 2005.

A.7 Switzerland
A study conducted by researchers from the University of St Gallen and the HTW Chur
on behalf of Aduno Group (Aduno, 2007; Minsch, Fauceglia and Bernegger, 2007) looks
at the social cost of cash and debit card payments in Switzerland. The study is based
on a combination of extensive surveys of retailers and banks covering around 13% of
POS payments and 50% of the banking sector. Additional measurements of time
spent for cash and debit card transactions were taken by researchers in the field. All
data relate to 2006.
The focus of the research was on the social cost of cash and debit card payments,
ignoring transfers between the different stakeholders involved in the payments
process. The study also distinguishes fixed costs and those that vary with the number
of transactions and the value of payments, but did not address consumer costs.
In total, the cost associated with cash payments amounted to CHF2.2 billion – or
around one half of a percent of GDP. By contrast, the cost associated with Maestro
debit card payments, accounting for around 7.2% of cash transactions by number, but
11.5% by value, were CHF204 million.
Table 15 summarises some of the key figures in the Aduno study.
Table 15: Key figures from the Aduno study
Cash

Maestro Debit Card

2545

183

135500

15574

53

85

Total cost

2196

204

of which fixed

597

138

… varying with the number of transactions

723

66

… varying with the value of transactions

876

0

Revenues (seigniorage from foreign circulation)

129

0

Net cost

2067

204

Number of POS transaction (million)
Turnover
Average transaction value

Source: Aduno Gruppe (2006).
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A.8 Norway
Gresvik and Haare (2008, 2009a, 2009b) report the results of a study conducted in
Norway aimed at mapping the cost of the production and use of payment services for
banks and their subcontractors, Norges Bank, households and merchants in 2007. The
study was based on data from three independent surveys of banks, households and
merchants respectively, data from Norges Bank’s Annual Report on Payment systems,
information on cash deposits with Norges Bank and cash handling company Norsk
Kontantservice (NOKAS), information from banks’ financial statements and Statistics
Norway on demographics, wages and inflation
Starting from the private cost for each of the participants in the payment process for
each of the payment methods considered, and netting off transfer payments between
participants, social costs for the different payments were obtained. An activity-based
costing system was used in order to allocate costs incurred by the banking sector to
the various payment methods. Households were asked about their payment habits in
a telephone survey in order to calculate the number of cash payments. Household
costs included the cost of time spent making the payment, as well as the time cost of
making withdrawals (at after-tax wages).
The social costs of POS payments in Norway (i.e. cash and cards27, excluding giro
payments) are calculated at NOK 8.85 billion, equivalent to 0.38 per cent of GDP, in
2007 – low by international comparison. The reason for this is that cash usage is low,
and that the level of usage of the domestic debit card system (BankAxept) is high. The
main driver of costs of cash payments is the distribution of cash.

27

Cards include BankAxept card scheme and International card schemes however excludes debit and
credit cards because merchants were unable to distinguish between credit and debit cards.
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Table 16: Key figures from the Norwegian study
Social
cost
(NOK
million)

No of
transactions
(millions)

Transaction
value (NOK
billion)

Social cost
per
transaction
(NOK)

Social cost
as
proportion
of value

Cash, total

3,493.3

285.028

62.129

12.26

5.63%

Cash
payments

514.3

285.0

62.1

1.80

0.83%

ATM

1,296.8

98.5

119.1

13.17

1.09%

Other
deposits and
withdrawals

1,682.1

33.5

NA

50.21

NA

Cards,
total*

5,355.9

902.4

359.1

5.93

1.49%

Bank-Axept
card scheme

3,326.8

805.3

298.1

4.13

1.12%

International
card
schemes

2,029.1

97.1

61

20.9

3.33%

Debit cards

2,355.4

Credit cards

965.7

Source: Gresvik and Haare (2009b).
* Total cost of card excludes credit and debit card because costs for debit and credit cards were only
calculable for banks. This is because the merchants were unable to distinguish between credit and debit
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The estimate is based on information from the household survey. Gresvik and Haare (2008) on the other
hand calculate the number of cash payments at the point of sale using the national accounts and from
this they estimate the number of payments at the point of sale as 1045.1 million. Therefore the household
survey may underestimate the number of cash payments at the point of sale – see p.20-21, Gresvik and
Haare (2009b). The authors consider that the lower estimate is not problematic because although costs
rise with the number of cash payments it perhaps might not increase by as much as expected – assuming
the social cost per transaction is the same they recalculate the costs of cash using the higher estimate
which gives a costs of cash estimate of 4865.1 million NOK see table 11 on p. 25 of Gresvik and Haare
(2009b).
29

The estimate is based on information from the household survey. Gresvik and Haare (2008) on the
other hand calculate the value of cash payments at the point of sale using national accounts and estimate
the value as NOK 227.7 billion (3.7 times higher than the survey based estimate). Therefore the household
survey may underestimate the value of cash payments at the point of sale – see p.20-21, Gresvik and
Haare (2009b) – assuming the social cost per transaction is the same they recalculate the costs of cash
using the higher estimate which gives a costs of cash estimate of 4865.1 million NOK see table 11 on p. 25
of Gresvik and Haare (2009b).
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cards. The costs shown are therefore lower than the total cost of cards – see footnote 14, pg. 16 of Gresvik
and Haare (2009b).

A.9 Hungary
The National Bank of Hungary (Magyar Nemzeti Bank, “MNB”) recently conducted
studies into two main aspects of the payment system in Hungary, namely the costs of
payment and the payment habits of the public sector. Given the high market share of
the public sector in “retail” payments (30%) these projects are part of a larger goal to
overhaul the payment habits of the public sector and identify the most in-effective
areas, in addition to investigating the options for an increase in the efficiency of the
payments system in Hungary as a whole. Both of the studies report data on the
payments system in Hungary in 2009.
The first study considers the costs of payments to all stakeholders in the payments
value chain and has collected information on the costs, revenues and fees incurred by
stakeholders for the use of the various payment instruments and the potential cost
savings resulting from changes in the use of payment instruments. The following
costs were considered: private costs (total resource costs including fees paid) of the
MNB, Payment Service Providers, Cash in Transit companies, households, companies
and public sector; social costs (sum of the total used resource costs minus fees); paid
and received fees; and net private costs (private costs less received fees). The study
covers cash, payment card (debit and credit), credit transfers (paper based and
electronic), direct debits (business to business and business to consumer), postal
inpayment money order and postal outpayment money order for pensions.
Data were collected through questionnaires, interviews and surveys. Questionnaires
of the payment service providers i.e. credit institutions, the national bank etc. were
used to obtain activity based costing data, elasticity of changes in total costs, fixed and
variable costs, turnover data and institutional information. A household survey (diary
for 2 weeks) plus 2 questionnaires via interviews were used to determine time
consumptions, number and value of transactions and to obtain social and
demographic data. A questionnaire and interview of companies was used to obtain
data on labour inputs, fees paid, the number and value of transactions and information
about the companies.
The total social costs of retail payments in Hungary in 2009 were calculated as Ft
387.81 billion, equivalent to 1.49% of GDP, in 2009 – this is high by international
comparison. The main reason for this is that cash use in Hungary is extremely high,
both in the private and the public sector - cash alone costs 0.8% of GDP (costs of cash,
debit and credit card amount to 1% of GDP). The MNB estimates that a reduction in
the number of cash payments and elimination of paper based credit transfers and
postal money orders together with an increase in debit card transactions, electronic
credit transfers and core business to consumer direct debits, all else equal, can lead to
annual cost savings of 0.41% of GDP.
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Table 17: Key figures from the Hungarian project
Cash

Debit card

Credit card

208.82

30.22

19.56

Fixed

33.5%

62.3%

73.9%

Variable: linear to value

8.8%

0.4%

0.1%

Variable: degressive to value

8.8%

2.0%

2.0%

Variable: linear to number

19.5%

5.0%

5.9%

Variable: degressive to number

29.4%

30.4%

18.1%

No of transactions (millions)

2835

150

25

Total transaction value (Ft billions)

51454

1050

200

Social cost per transaction (Ft)

74

201

796

Social cost per 100 Ft value of
transaction

0.41

2.88

9.76

Social cost (Ft billions)
Of which:

Source: Magyar Nemzeti Bank (2011).
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Transparency of merchant costs

The following tables show the split of the various merchant costs across a number of
different cost categories based on data from a number of studies, and give a
(subjective) transparency score for each of these categories.
The transparency score is based on the assumption that explicit out-of-pocket costs
(e.g. fees paid to banks, telecommunications costs or the costs associated with secure
transport) are highly transparent. The costs of time associated with taking a payment,
cashing up or processing payments in the back office are more difficult to measure
and are not clearly linked to the payment (e.g. it may not be entirely obvious to the
merchant how much time is spent on taking the payment, or how much time is spent
cashing up, and it may in any case not be clear how much of the time at the till is
associated with the payment, and how much might be spent answering customer
queries unrelated to payments). Costs associated with lost interest income are
assumed to be least transparent.
Table 18: Merchant costs from the Dutch study
Cash

Debit

Credit

Transparency

Back-office costs

43%

14%

15%



Front-office costs

36%

35%

37%



21%

21%



Telecommunications



Cash transport

15%

POS terminals

0%

30%

19%



Other

6%

0%

8%

?

Source: Brits and Winder (2005); own assumptions about transparency.

Table 19: Merchant costs from the Swiss study
Cash

Debit

Transparency

Front office

37%

16%



Cash handling

35%



Security

5%



Transport

12%



Insurance

7%



Lost interest

4%



POS terminals

19%



Fees

65%



Source: Minsch et al. (2007); own assumptions about transparency.
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Table 20: Merchant costs in Spain
Cash

Debit

Operational problems

15%

Float

1%

Fraud

54%

Credit

?
1%

Infrastructure

1%

4%

Tender time

15%




15%

Bank fees




6%

Cash deposit

Transparency

78%

83%



15%

11%



Source: Valverde et al (2008); own assumptions about transparency.

Table 21: Merchant costs from the Australian study
Cash

Debit

Credit

Transparency

Tender time

52%

71%

33%



Other point-of-sale

20%

18%

7%

?

Back office processing

8%

3%

1%



Other

16%

0%

1%

?

Fees

0%

6%

57%



Other transfers

4%

3%

1%

?

Source: Reserve Bank of Australia (2007); own assumptions about transparency.

Table 22: Merchant (grocers) costs from the US
Cash

Signature
debit

Pin debit

Credit

Transparency


Theft/Counter
feit

10%

0%

0%

0%

Float

0%

1%

1%

1%



Tender Time

36%

24%

29%

16%




Deposit
Preparation

1%

0%

0%

0%

Bank charges

1%

75%

70%

82%

Other Direct
Costs

52%

0%

0%

2%


?

Source: Garcia Swartz et al (2006b); own assumptions about transparency.
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Table 23: Merchant (discount stores) costs from the US
Cash

Signature
debit

Pin debit

MC/Visa
credit

Transparency

POS time

48%

8%

13%

8%



Drawer/office

12%

1%

2%

1%



Bank charges

12%

88%

84%

89%



Losses

4%

1%

0%

1%



Float

1%

1%

1%

1%



Other costs

24%

0%

0%

0%

?

Source: Garcia Swartz et al (2006b); own assumptions about transparency.

Table 24: Merchant (electronic stores) costs from the US
Cash

Signature
debit

Pin debit

MC/Visa
credit

Transparency

POS time

19%

6%

4%

19%



Drawer/office

16%

3%

2%

16%



Bank charges

16%

89%

93%

16%



Losses

25%

1%

1%

25%



Float

3%

0%

1%

3%



Other costs

22%

0%

0%

22%

?

Source: Garcia Swartz et al (2006b); own assumptions about transparency.
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